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The Appetite of the Stranger is Sumpin Fierce I

ATTACKS

190S.
DEMOCRATS LEAVE LATE
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THEJACK

.
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n
Thousands 01 oniumuu i Wounds Offlcldi His Son and
Family Coachman and Is
tlmlsts Assemble at BalU.

Meeting

m

ACCIDENT

Saturday Night Or

ganizes Democratic Votes
After Denouncing Late
Ailies Severely.

Killed by Chief
After Fight.

more to Discuss
Bright Future.

Vehicle Turns Over.

offices

BERNALILLO

THREATENS MAYOR

TUNE

AFTER

LARRAZ010

M.
Chicago, March 2. George
Baltimore. Mil.. March 2. Hun
chief of the Chicago police
dreds of the confirmed optimists and Shippy,
today shot and Instantly
".Sunny Jims" of trade and commerce department,
an anarchist who Invaded his
assembled In Baltimore today for a killed
and wounded the chief, shot his
"prosperity convention" that will ex' homeHarry,
in one lung, and serious.tend through the week. President son,
James Foley, the family
Roosevelt will send a communication ly wounded Harry
Shippy. is seriously
dealing " with commercial condition coachman.
recover,
hurt, Foley will probubly
and Governor Crothers, Representa- and
the chief's wound, a knife cut in
tive Charles N. Fowler, chairman of
the House committee on banking and the hand, is trivial.
The assailant entered Chippy' home
currency will speak, depicting the silver lining of the black financial and handed the official a letter,to The
read
clouds that recently hovered over the chief opened it and started
and as he did so his son Harry en
Huntry.
From all over the south and east tered the room. The anarchist drew
merchants and business men flocked asen,revolver and began firing at the
who fell at the first shot. Chief
Into the Monumental City today, prepared to add their voices to the Shippy grappled with his assailant
mighty chorua of the prosperity song and Foley, the coachman, attracted
that will echo throughout the land by the shots, rushed into the room
Every to aid his' employer.
from Baltimore this week.
vestige of the mistrust as to the busiRiddled Hi Body.
ness future as a result of the recent
As Foley entered the room the an
dissplated
and
flurry
will be
financial
archist broke away from Chief Ship
the equilibrium of upset conditions py and fired twice at the coachman.
fully restored this week, if an opti- both shots taking effect. Again the
mistic but clear and convincing pre- official grappled with him and the
sentation of present conditions will anarchist then dropped his revolver
serve to accomplish that end.
and drew a knife. Shippy attempted
The formal reception of delegates to grasp the weapon and received a
.will take place tonight and promises deep cut in his hand.
to be a most spectacular affair. Govreleased his hold of tha knife
ernor Crothera .staff and the officers andHedrew
hi revolver, pouring
of tlui entire Maryland National after shot into the body, of his slot
asguard- - will be la attendance In full sailant. Every bullet took effect and
uniform. Mr. F. J. La Motte, chair- the anarchist fell to the floor, dead.
man of the executive committee, will
Chief Shippy said: "When the man
welcome the throng. He will be folthe envelope to me the
lowed by Governor Austin L. Croth- handed
thought struck me that there was
erg.
Mayor Barry Mahool will also something
wrong.
did not like his
speak to the delegates. A collation looks. He appeared I to
me to be an
will be served afterward.
anarchist and I was watching closely
Discuss Trade Conditions
to see what he wouM. Aa. I arrahbed
Tuesday evening President Roose film and called to my wife, who was
velt's paper on commercial conditions In the next room, telling her to see
In the country will be read, after if the man had a revolver. She re
which Mr. W. W. Finley, president of plied that he did, and then I tried to
the Southern Rallroady company, will hold him with one hand while I at
talk on railroad prosperity.
tempted to draw my revolver with
The committee is preparing to han the other. Just then my n entered
Wednesday
evening
dle a crowd on
the room and the man broke away
that will probably tax the capacity of and began' firing at the boy."
Representative
spacious
hall.
the
, Was Soliettl by Lot.
Charles X. Fowler of New Jersey,
identification of the man who
The
on
chairman of the House committee
banking and currency, who delivered attacked Chief Shippy was establish
later in the day by two detective.
the memorable speech on currency ed was
ascertained that the man was
in the House last January 27, is to It
speak on that subject. On account of a member of a group of anarchists
the widespread Interest in the sub which has been holding regular meet
ject It has been decided to give as Ings in the Ghetto district on the
large' a representation as possible of Wee Side. A friend of the police.
the meeting to all the trade and fi who attends the meetings to gather
evidence, also recognized the body
nancial organizations of the city.
During the week will be held a big and completed the Identification. He
convention for merchants from the told the police that tha man had been
south, together with members of the selected by lot to kill Chief Shippy
local association, at which the tardy and Mayor Busse.
The attack on the chief is believed
delivery of freight In the south and
lower freight rates will be discussed. to have been inspired by the recent
Kfforts will be made to have a num activity of the Chicago police, folber of senators and congressmen lowing the assassination of Father
spenk on this subject. It is also pro Leo at Denver. Immediately follow
posed to wind up the convention with lng the tragedy they began an effort
a gigantic dinner at the Lyric, where to trace the crime to a conspiracy
hatched in Chicago and discovered
about 1.500 covers will be laid.
At the business sessions of the con- that a society of Italians had been
vention there will be open discussion formed here and that several clergy
of all matters pertaining to trade and men had received threatening letters.
transportation, and in addition there These documents were sent out by
will be addresses on practical business the Italian organization and were so
topic by a number of prominent carefully worded that a prosecution
men, experienced in wholesale and on any of them would probably fail
retail business, la transportation and because of technical shortcomings.
Yesterduy
those branches of the federal govern
the police guarded
ment's work that are more closely as churches throughout Chicago, and a
soclated with business notably the detail of patrolmen and plain clothes
men were stationed In nearly every
Interstate Commerce commission.
church In the city. In the Italian
ehnt-fhenl- nnlli'i'iiiHii MdhOt Mt
TRIAL TIUl OF SCOUT CHI ISIMt
Washington, March 2. Under or- tars to guard the priests while they
ders of the navy department, the new were saying mass. In addition to
one of thuso precautions all anarchists were
wciut cruiser Birmingham,
three recently built vessels of that warned not to make public addresses
and so far as known this order wa
type, will be given its trial trip tod-aobeyed.
Threaten tlto Mayor.
REPUBLICAN CENTRAL
Mayor Busse had an exciting inthis
terview with an ofliceseeker
morning shortly after lie returned
COMMITTEE MEETS from the Shippy home, where he
went as soon as told of the attack on
the chief. A shabbily dressed Strang
er was waiting outside the mayor's
office In the city hall and as the
"' , The Republican central com- mayor advanced the stranger ex
'
mittee of Bernalillo county held
tended his hand.
a meeting this morning at which
The mayor declined the extended
every member was present ex- oept one, who was too ill to leave 6 hand and eyed the stranger closely
"I want a job and am not her to
his bed. The meeting convened 6
'f
'
ask you for anything more," said the
In the office of Attorney W. B.
man, "but if l don't get a Job there
Childers. The call Issued by the
will bo trouble."
's com nlttee will be published in
The mayor immediately
ordered
e The Citizen tomorrow. It fixes
the man from the building, an. I af
V the date of holding the primaries
ter glaring angrily at the chief exo
March 1 and the convention
? for
(utlve a moment the man turned and
to select delegates to the Silver
City convention for March 18 in e walked away.
The mayor stated that a number
V the Klks" opera house.
of people have culled on him recent
I

"

t

'
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Would Like to Run for Congress
RESULTS SERIOUSLY
on Democratic Ticket but are
Keeping It
Hypnotist and "Blindfold Marvel
Washed Oratory Still
of the Age" Figure in Act Not
Flourishes In Bunches.
on the Regular Program, and
Both Are Arrested Injured
The Democrats, after having been
severely and summarily kicked out
Will Probably Recover.
by the recent fusion crowd, although
they claim that they furnished the
votes and the brains to defeat the
Two persons were badly hurt and
Republican organization In Bernalillo
county, tried to patch up their own twelveby narrowly escaped serious
of a tallyho.
differences Saturday night and then driven bytheW.overturning
C. Davis, "the blindfold
held a rousing meeting, which would
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Badly Hurt.
RECKLESS

Clear Cut Presentation of Business Assailant Enters Residence Under
Pretext of Presenting Letter-- Is
Conditions Will Be Made During
Identified as Member of Italent
Roosethe
ian Group- - Will Stop Street
velt. Officials and Private
Meetings.
Citizens Join Forces.
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DECISIOH SETTLES HAR- -

have made Tommy Jefferson him
, ,
self feel good.
They left the fusionlstn entirely
out in tha cold.
As a result of that meeting a nu
cleus-- was formed for a Democratic
territorial organization and everybody
who spoke, and they all did, aald
that nothing could keep the Democrats from carrying New Mexico at
the next election not even Bryan.
Summers Burkhart was elected
chairman of the Bernalillo county
aggregation with the endorsement
apparently of O. N. Marron and
Nelll B. Field. In fact, it was quite
apparent that these three scions of
Democracy iwere in full charge and
had-- dragged but the old band wagon
of Democracy and had applied a little oratorical grease to its rusted
axles.
ORDERS RAILWAYS TO EVELYN ADMITS EFFORT
The meeting was convened in the
police court room on North Second
street, but late? adjourned o the Ox
ford hotel in order to give the ora
TO ANNUL HER
tors a better chance to do business.
There was an abundance of speech
making of the pyrotechnic kind and
"
It would have been entirely complete
HEW LAW ;
E
and satisfactory in every respect had
there been present one, O. A. Larra
zolo, of Las Vegas, the silvery tongued
and General Charles Kasley
Commerce Commission De. ExChorus Girl Acknowledges orator,
of Santa Fe. who can talk a few himdemands,
self when occasion
or
cides Extension of Time Is
That Family Is Trying to
when any sort of an opportunity
turns up. But considering the abUnnecessary in Any Case.
Get Rid of Her.
sence of the two above named, the
oratory was all any Democrat could
ask and then some.
WILL INCONVENIENCE
SEPARATION HINCES
Harmony.
All
Harvey B. Fergusson and K. V.
TRAVELING PUBLIC
ON AMOUNT OF PAY
Chaves also took a turn on the ros
trum while R. W. D. Bryan lr ve a
Washington, March 2. The InterNew York, March 2. The separa nail with one blow when he exposed
state Commerce commission today de- lion of Harry K. Thaw from his wife, the good government principles of
the Morning Journal, which he said,
Nesbit Thaw, whose twice-tol- d
cided by a unanimous vote to deny Kvelyn
story on
witness stand aided in had gobbled all of the county print
all petitions for an extension of time saving himthe from
the death penalty lng without a bid In order to keep
within which the railroads must comfor the murder of Stanford White, is any one else from being tempted to
nine-hour
ply with the
service law. tuken to be near at hand. Mrs. Thaw charge a lower price. Mr. Bryan's
The reasons for this action will be admitted today that she had not seen remarks along that line, did not make
stated in a report now under prepar- her husband for some time and that a hit In at least one section of the
ation.
she felt that the Thaw family was en audience .where the Morning Journal
By this decision all roads in the gaging itself in the task of eliminat
was represented more or less.
'
United States must put Into effect the lng her.
The Democrats were u It there and
new law by March 4, the lime origstory in an afternoon paper they all had something to say. Incime
greatest
acinally set. The
difficulty,
yesterday, said Mrs. Thaw, "that dentally several of Hum had axes to
cording to the statements of the many there had been a conference at the grind but they kept the little axes
operating officials who gathered in Waldorf-Astori- a
between lawyers for carefully concealed beneath their ora
Washington, and the petitions for- the Thaw family and my lawyer Is tory. In fad, it is quite generally
many
by
warded
roads In which an untrue. There could not have been reported, that several of (he eminent
extension of time was asked, is that such a conference without my know members of the new organization, as
competent
telegraph op- lng it."
securing
of
pire to run for delegate to Congress
erators. The law will require an av"It was reported that a private de on the Democratic ticket and that
erage of three operators where only tcctlve employed by your husband was why tho ne-organization was
one was required before, and railway made a report to hla family which put forth.
A delegate to Congress
officials state that it will be Impos- brought about this conference," she candidate naturally feels
that he
sible to comply with the commission's was told.
ought to have at least a little vest
ruling on the date set.
"That is another lie," she replied pocket vote in his home county
As a result it is probable that hun
"I have a signed statement from the However, that feature of the meeting
dreds of small stations on various! detective, Dougherty, denying tha was carefully concealed from the
roads will be closed and all the op-- 1 he was employed to follow me,
eyes of every one except the chosen
erators available will be transferred! that he had any Information derogu few.
to larger towns and division points! tory to my character.
A. It. McMlllen
also spoke. 11
where It will be necessary to have
I am ill with the grip and in
said the Democats needed a dally
them.
cough Is very heavy. I have not see paper ami it was then someone was
This will cause inconvenience to the my counsel today and I am worn ou heard to murmur
the Morning
traveling public and to shippers, and, with denying stories that have bee Journal was already that
striving for honto
according
tho railway officials, retailed to nie."
ors in that capacity and would not
there is no certainty when the con-- !
Attempts are being made to Indu
need much fixing to answer the purdiilon can be improved. The report
0i,,ei
Franklin Barrett to assist A pose admirably.
of the commission, setting forth the .Russell Peabody In
untangling th
Col. W, S. Hopewell was called upreasons for Its uction, Is eagerly Thaw matrimonial
skein. Colone on and while he did not commit himawaited.
bartlett is expected to bring about
self to much of anything, having had
quiet and sensible rearrangement
long practice in politics and having
Colonel Bartlett declines to ta!k
already noticed the little joker In
the Thaw case at present and effort the band wagon, still he acquitted
and Dante himself altogether well and made a
to reach Mr. I'eabody
O'Reilly, counsel for Mrs. Thaw, were speech which It would have taken
FLOCK TO NEW YORK fruitless.
Charley Kasley some bouts to outdo.
Kvelyn Nesbit Thaw, m her Par
According to the various speakers
avenue house, appeared to be dts at the meeting, there wasn't a
eourasted.
liuli-vulpublican left in New Mexico utnl a
of Mcnunlilo House
"I hope you will he fair," the sal Democratic victory would lie easy.
FinaiK'iul I lurry Is I'uM.
"I have done til
to the reporter.
However, one of the speakers InNew York, March 2. A thousand best 1 knew how to do, and I'm sic advertantly mentioned that it would
additional buyers for western and and tired of being put In tlw wron
t
be necessary for sonic outdo
southern commercial establishments light."
.some work tnl f"t" a whole lot moro
There Is a report In circulation her to put up lifter a financial fashion,
are expected to arrive In New York
this week to make purchases. More that Kvelyn Thaw demands Jl.UOO.O'l
considerwhereat enthusiasm wain-than 0,000 buyers visited this city as the price of giving up her husband ably but was I. .ter revived.
during the past few weeks, and their while the Thaw family believes she
Ihin't l.ovo 1'ic.initisls.
purchases show tliat the financial should accept halt that amount or
.
Ui ni " liil
None nf
appi'ired
less.
flurry Is entirely past.
'
have any love for lie: f Isioti eleThey brought encouraging reports
altr.o-very
i
In
ment.
speaker
t
fact,
Boston, March 2. Secretary Willof commercial prosperity from all
unc'iui ji li no ti l.iry things
over the country and those from the iam H. Taft will be the prlndp.il said n f e
west stated that business during Jan- speaker at the. eighteenth annual din- about the bunch thai had turned turtle after hjvinu used tin- lieiuoeials
uary and February exceeded that of ner of tho Boston llc.i! i.'stale
to bo held here this evening. t j put up a bluff, inc. dentally there
the same mouths a year ago.

COIMY'ttlTH

RIMAN-F1S- H

FIGHT
Judge Bali Overrules Appli
cation for Injunction to Pre
vent Voting of Proxies.
COMPLETE OVERTHROW
OF FISH FORCES

ltr

Chicago, March 2. Judge Farlln
Ball this morning denied the petition of W. H. Leman, attorney for
Ktuyvesant Fish, for an injunction restraining the voting of 281,231 shares
of stock of the Illinois Central, which
Itheld by the Union Pacific railroad
and the Railroad Securities company,
at the meeting of the board of directors of the Illinois Central today.
This decision follows Judge Ball's
recent opinion that one corporation
can hold and vote the stock of another and allows the voting of proxies controlled by E. II. Harriman.
The latter has won a complete victory
over Stuyvesant Fish In the long battle for the control of the Illinois Cen
tral railroad, which culminates today
lr. the adjourne.1 annual mf'!ng of
the stockholders of the company.
This turn of affairs means that at
today's meeting the .Harriman candi
dates for directors will be seated;
that Mr. Fish will no longer have a
dominating Influence In the affairs of
the company, and that later, when the
officers of the road are chosen, J. T.
Harahan will be continued as' president.
In the Illinois Central meetings In
the last six months the Union Pacific
party has been restrained by tempod
rary injunction from voting
of the 195,000,000 capital stock of the
company which it held. With this
stock excluded Stuyvesant Fish and
his associates had a chance. They
showed at all the recent meetings as
much stock as was voted for the Harriman faction, the corporation's holdings excluded.
Q.

one-thir-

asking for work, but that today
the first time he had been
threatened with trouble If he did
r.
not exert himself to assist an
The Incident created excltw-meat the city hall and the heads
of several departments at once Issued
oniors th;it no Klmnifera were to be
admitted to their offices on any pretext whatever.
No KtrtH-- t Demonstrations.
It Is reported that Mayor Busse
will issue an order prohibiting any
street meetings or demonstrations of
any nature. The order will be made
general and will Include religious as
well as political meetings, as it Is asspeeches
serted that lnllamniatory
are often ma.le at street corner gatherings under the guise of religious
meetings. By making the order general It is thought no objections on
the ground of discrimination will i
n:ude.
ly

was

office-seeke-

nt

marvel of the age," and assistant to
J. R. Allen, a hypnotist, on Mouth
Fourth street, between Central and
Gold avenues about 4 o'clock this aft
ernoon. D. F. Gill, an employe of the
Morning Journal, was badly bruised,
and Thomas Nefsy, a recent arrival
in Albuquerque, was probably Injured
Internally, besides sustaining bruises
about the body.
Both Davis and Allen were placed
under arrest on complain of Judge
McClellan. who states that he will
prefer a charge of criminal negli
gence against them tomorrow morn
ing.

The mishap was the result of reck
less driving on the part of W. C.
Davis, the blindfold marvel, who in
association with J. R. Allen, a hyp
notist, have been advertising
for
some time that they would this after
noon give an exhibition drive for the
purpose of displaying the divining
powers, of Davis, It was stated In
that certain article were
to be hidden In" advance In different
parts of i he town, their whereabouts
to remain unknown to either Allen or
Davis. When this had been complet
ed the latter blindfolded was tar assume the reins of a four horse team
and, accompanied by representatives
of the newspapers and other citizens
willing to volunteer, was to drive
about the town finally recovering
the hidden things.
Fourteen persons altogether were
on the hack when It started from O.
A. Matson's store, and the reins were
in the hands of the blindfolded Davis,
beside whom sat his partner, Allen,
From the first the drive was conducted with the most reckless disregard
not only for the safety both of those
on the break Itself, but also for intervening vehicles and pedestrians.
Those who saw it say that when
Davis made his first turn at the corner of Central avenue and Fourth
street the break was on two wheels,
and that when he came suddenly
upon a wagon driven by a native and
was obliged to make a quick turn to
avoid collision a complete turning
over of the break was inevitable.
As a result of the accident, which
occurred Immediately after the turn
of the corner had been made, all the
occupants of the vehicle wore thrown
violently to the ground and how any
of them escaped with their lives la
almost Incomprehensible. The injured
were Immediately transferred to the
undertaking
parlors
of Borders'
establishment, where hasty accommodations were Improvised, physicians
summoned and first aid to tho In-

jured

given.

OHIO PKMOOATS FOR BRYAN
Kent, O., March 2 The first congressional district convention ever
held in Portage county is that here
today. William J. Bryan was Indorsed for president by the convention.

j

Pun-liase-

o
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was no eulogy of one late lamented
in
Mr. Ilagertuaii, whose assistance
llcriiall lo politics was once worth
W hile.
The g neral sense of the meeting
appeared to he that the Democrats of

would run a
Hemalillo county
straight ticket anil let the fusionlst
tight their own battles. Including the
.MoininK Journal.
As usual at such gatherings thero
pet Unity of oratory, an ab-was a
in,, of concentrated action and tho
usual number of axes lo grind carefully kept in the back ground.
.
U appears, however, thai u,
I. irr.i'. !., of I .as Vegas, who Is I'ke
s
a will-in- i;
llrva'i in one
candidate heard of the littlo
axi-and of the embryo nmhiiiun of
cert I'n Iteru.ilillo county gentlemen,
for he was tioiictd among the arrivals In AUuiiiu. rqui! yesterday and
It is sal.! be has already taken up
of getting himself
'lie t.i.-for delegate t.i Congress In order to lo ad otf any in i mat m e action
from I'.ei nalillo count)
The meeting was quile :i success.
TinfusionUts who attended did not
slay long naturally find the Demo,
crats who rail Ihe affair, have not
In en eoa iieii
a -i ii ij
menace to
Kepiililha.i success In the territory.
si

respoct---alvvny-

s

.

-
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MOXDAY.

ELKSTIIEATHE

STUDY OF MOST

Prof. Allen

Geological Survey Has UiOer-takeGreat Reclamation
Project In California.

MKW K3KXIOO

capital sad surplus, $ico,oco
1L

HYPNOTIST

n

AND
You want a remedy that 'will not
only srive quick relief but effect a
permanent cure.
You want a remedy that will relieve the lungs and keep expectoration easy.
You want a remedy that will counteract any tendency toward pneu-

Wauhlngtnn, March 2. In the Sacvalley of California there ia
ramento
!
geobeing-- conducted the greatest
graphical survey of Its kind In the
bUUUIl
state
the
United State
million
a
of
Harvey
three
and federal
mere tract of recluimable awamp and
monia.
4enert land conducted by the United
You want a remedy that ia pleasmates geological survey.
Congtis,Cclds ant and eafe to take.
of "this
The flrt concrete
aurvey Is the Orlanrt litigation proChamberlain's Cough Remedy
ject which the reclamation service
meets all of these requirements, and
already has well, under way. This Is
for the epeedy and permanent cure
a amall enterprise as compared 14,-0-to
of bad colds stands without a peer.
embracing
about
but
whole,
die
acres, yet It la important In that
SORE THROAT,
A Severe Cold Quickly Cured by Chamit is considered a starling point for
valley.
entire
the
of
reclamation
the
berlain's Cough Remedy.
This land, when reclaimed, is valued
prob"Laet
winter I caught a very sever cold
acre,
an
300
to
$200
at from
which lingered for weeks," eaya J.
ably representing the highest value
' Hi
of Zephyr, Ontario. " My cough
for raw farm land In the country.
very
dry and harsh. Tbe local dealer
wna
reclaof
the
quick
achievement
The
recommended Chamberlain's Cough Remmation service in this instunee is an
it, so I gave it a trial.
guaranteed
edy and
example of the Importance and neces
One small bottle of It cured ma. I believe
alty for an accurate and detailed top- Chamberlain's Cough Remedy to be tbs
ographlc aurvey, without which any
beet 1 have ever used."
ImIs
engineering
construction
such
possible. The United States geologi
cal survey has been working on this
great topographic survey of the Sac
Children
is Equally Valuable
ramento valley for the past five years
mapcompleted
and
already
has
and
ped nearly two million acres. Shortly
Sure
is
no Narcotic
following the completion of the topographic survey embracing the Orland
engineers
district, the reclamation
Ask
appeared on the ground, took the
topographic map of the geological
aurvey as a base and beran the work
Orland is what is
of construction.
known as a unit project, that Is, it is
a complete project; but it may be recently appointed chief geographer
extended almost indefinitely and be of the United States, in charge of the
come a part of the entire great sys topographic branch of the United
States geological aurvey.
tem which will be constructed.
The entire project for the reclaJungle Exploration.
valley,
The surveying in the Sacramento mation of the Sacramento
valley is carried on in many cases in through drainage and irrigation, is
beyond question the most stupendous
the face of almost insurmountable enterprise
of the kind in the United
difficulties. Fully a million acres of
which
Sacramento,
The
the survey comprise the tule swamps States.
where giant rushes grow to a height drains a vast mountain area, carries
of fifteen feet, necessitating the use sufficient water to irrigate not only
by the surveyors of buckboarda and the three million acres of its own
tripods with spliced legs so that the valley but from 6 to 8 million acres
additional in the adjoining San Joainstrument will stand at least ten feet quin
valley. The Sacramento valley
high. In the dense Jungle growths
bordering the water and marshes all can be Irrigated, beyond any quesxorts of expedient are resorted to to tion. Simply the magnitude of the Authorizing County Commiscoupled
the
with
obtain the necessary sites for making undertaking
sioners to Build
levels, the men frequently planting fact, that It must be considered largedevelly as a whole has retarded its
their Instruments on the elevated opment.
Rodey Is Benefitted.
Over $17,000,000 has already
limbs of some great tree or huge snag
been expended upon it by private enthat has been swept down by the terprise,
and some reclamation has
up into the
floods, or climbing
Washington.
March 2. Delegate
accomplished, but the bulk of
crotches of a growing tree, or obtain- been great
sum has been wasted Andrews has Introduced a bill au-- 1
ing a precarious footing on a stump this
owing to a failure to treat the pro- thorizlng the board of county comoverhanging some deep slough.
ject comprehensively.
In other situations the topographmissioners of Bernalillo county to
valley Issue bonis of the county in a sum
But after the Sacramento
ers stationed with their Instruments
on a narrow atrip of tule land be- shall have been reclaimed, then will not to exceed $100, OU0 for the purpose
problem of of constructing necessary bridges in
tween sloughs, the flood of the In- come the far greater
coming tide will submerge the entire utilizing the excess of waters of the the county. The bonds are not to exlocality, and they must stand quite river and getting it onto the thirsty ceed five per cent interest; are to
Ftlll for some minutes with the water lands of the fertile San Joaquin valbe sold at not less than par, and are
ilowing above their knees, until the ley. The accurate topographic sur- to be Issued as
bonds.
ebb begins, in order to determine vey which the geological survey is The county commissioners are to levy
'
where to step and not to pitch off into making will at least determine what the necessary tax to pay the Interdeep water In the various channels can and what cannot be done, estab- est and to levy a sinking fund to pay
along which the tUle Hows us in a lishing the basic facts which will en- off the bonds within thirty years.
able intelligent progress in construcmill race.
The measure Is aa follows: "A
tion work.
Improve Ola rttnrrHlil'H.
Hill to Authorize the Issue of BrldKe
Honda by the County of Uernallllo,
Ju.it what, It is often a.ked, is a
In the Territory of New Mexico."
The
topographic survey or map?
Be it enacted by the Senate and
topographic map is simply the hlgh- - POSTOFFICE CHANGES
of the
House of Representatives
- est
type of an accurate geographic
Called States of America in Congress
map, ami the topographers of the
ANNOUNCED
WEEK
THIS
That the county of Ber
geological survey who make these
nalillo, in the territory of New Mex
surveys are In reality geographers.
ico. Is hereby authorized to issue
The old maps ami geographies showbonds to such an amount as in the
Washington, March 2. The follow
ed depression, hills and mountains
by means of what are known as ing changes in postofflces have been discretion of its county commission
ers may seem necessary, but not exrepresentmade in New Mexico:
hachures fine
Joseph Wolf, appointed postmaster ceeding the sum of one hundred
ing the reliefs as they would he
thousand dollars, to be known u
shown In a photograph hut the height at Pastura, Guadalupe county.
appointed bridge bonds uf the county of Berna
Christopher
Hanson.
of a hill or mountain for Instance,
map. simply postmaster at Barela, Colfax county. lillo, which bonds shall bear interest
Judged from a hachure-Salem H. Ferguson, appointed post, at a rate not to exceed five per centIndicates graphically in very general
um per annum, and sha.i be sold for
terms the physical characteristics of master at Onava. San Miguel county.
Martin Dujan, appointed pust mas- not le.ss than par, the proceeds of
the country; whether tlat, rolling,
such sale or sales to be used exclus
hilly or broken or very mountainous ter at" Llano, Taos county.
ively for the construction and repair
it. I.. Moncus, appointed postmasas It would be viewed from a high
bridges across the Rio (Jrande
county.
of
Quay
ter
Ima,
at
map
while
contour
The
levatin.
Josephine It. Anthony, appointed within the limit of said county. The
no. representing to eye such a graphic
payable in whole
picture of the country, yet shows by postmaster at Sari Lorenzo, (irant said bonds shall be
or in part at the option of said counthe means of the contour lines the county.
ty ut any time after the expiration of
Ida M. Stayton. appointed postmasalmost exact physical characteristics
ten years from their issue, und shall
county.
of the section surveyed. The contour ter .it Dorsey, Colfax appointed
become absolutely due and payable
F!orncio Sunchez,
lines follow (he same level. Take,
upon the expiration of thirty years
at Aragnn, Socorro county.
for Instance, a point in some large
Kvin 1". Williams, uppolnted post-mafter their issue, and the proper
valley or basin which point is 500
county authorities, shall Jevy each
ter at Inez. Roosevelt county.
feet above the mean sea level. From
this point a contour line would start
and ramif.N the entire valley, piisslng
in and out through every .100 foot
point. A i the .lt foot elevation the
in XI contour Hue would be run and
pas-- i through every '. Id foot point in
the valley, and so oil, the contour
lines honing every elevation from
A
G --VILE-D
oint to the highest.
the lowest
ii. .t.i ua'kii g along the course of one
of thii
on' .mr lines would ala)s Tin- first symptom uf Contagious Blood Poison is usually a little sore or ulcer,
be mi the same level. Whereer on which is )iikkl y lollowcil liy a red rash on the skin, swollen glands in the
a toM i. jane map these line.- are groin, failing li.iir, ulcerated mouth and throat, and c.i'ten copper colmtd
close together it is evident that the splotches on di'.Tcrent parts of the1 body. As the blood liecor.tes more fully
siopes a!-hut
here they are contaminated with the poison, pustular eruptions atul sores hteak out on
far apart 'lie slope are gentle. So the flesh, and in extreme cases the nerves ;md bones are ;itt;:ike,l and the
that an x iiiiiii.il. on of a contour finger
nai's drop oil. Then the sufferers find themselves diseased from
a i .veiA ph) ileal
man
of the country With one of these as to foot with thi.-- humiliating, vile and destructive poison. No other disease
is so highly cont.u'imis ; many an innocent person has beiti inoculated by
a gui u it would lie possible to actuould handling the clothing or using the toilet articles of an infected person
ally hiiihl a ej.iy model which
ph.-icl epro imlion
of There is but cue certain, reliable cure for Contagious Blood Poison, and th:.t
lie an i x
In addition the is S. S. S.
the iiieu portrayed.
ltattacksthedisea.se in the right way by going down into the
topographic maps of the I'nitcd States
circulation, and neutralizing and forcing out
geological survey show all til"' devel- It makes the
panicle of the poison.
9"S everv
piping w orks of man.
fev"-- blood pure and rich, tones up the system,
V'itjA
(real Hc lanullUui Project. al- CRii
and complelely and pel '.nam nt ly cures this
Sifi
ha.
The stale of California
t-ydisease. S. S. S. has cured thousands of cases
vS&P'
to this co- fl
ready contributed f 6 f
tif Contagious P.lood Poison.
If yutl are
ipera'ive topographic survey of tin
VEGETABLE
fering with this tM'.isin;: and destructive
valley.
the geological
Sacramento
disease begin the use of S. S. S. and get the
survey spi ndtiig an ciiial amount in
making the survey. The maps show poim.n out ot your blood before it permanently wrecks your healih. We
t
contours und are the most have a home treatment book on the disease which we will send free to all
detailed works of the k.lid iM the who wish it. and in addition our physicians will ive without charge anv
Tile work has been under Mc.Ual ue'vicc needed.
muni!').
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
the direction of Hubert K. Marshall,
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LOCATED AT TIIE CRAIGE
BETWEEN FIRST AND
SECOND STREETS ON
SILVER
THE WORLD'S GREATEST

HO-TEI-
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CLAIRVOYANT
HOW TO OVERCOME

ALL TROUBLES

SCALE OF PRICES
Entire Box
Single Box Seats

Parquet
Dress Circle
First 3 Rows Balcony
Balance Balcony

FOR BOND

ISSUE

1H

Prof. J.

TUESDAY, MARCH 9!?.

Safe and

your Druggist for

I

Your Mtst, your present life, and
your entire future, and everything
can be told by oonaultlng this world
$24.00 eminent Clairvoyant and Spirit
Me- w !k la the grcatent master of
3.00 drum,
occnlt science and psychic force the
lias ever known. Ills predic3.00 world
tions are always correct and never
to come true, as thousands of
2.00 fail
people will testify.
2.00 POSITIVELY GUARANTEES SUCCESS WHEN ALL OTHERS FAIL
1.00
CONCERNING BUSINESS
AFFAIRS.
Gives

Seat Sale opens at
Matson's Book Store

Tuesday, March 3rd
at 8 O'clock
year after the Issuance of said bonds
at the time of .t'lrylng other takes, a
tax aufflclent 'ijMamount to pay the
interest on said bonds for each year,
the proceeds of auch tax to be devoted exclusively to the payment of
such interest; and after the expiration of fifteen years from the date
of the issue of said bonds the said
county authorities shall provide a
Jinking fund by taxation for the payment of said bonds at their maturity,
and ahull annually levy a tax for that
purpose sufficient to produce at least
part of the principal
of said oouds.
Sec. 2. That at any time after the
expiration of ten years from the issue
of said bonds the proper county officers of sit id county are authorized,
in their discretion, to refund the Indebtedness evidenced by said bonds;
provided, that they can do so at a
lower rate of interest than that fixed
or the original Issue.
To Allot 1 un Is
Chairman Clapp. of the commit
tee of Indian affairs, has introduced
a bill in the Senate to authorize the
secretary of the Interior to make allotments in severalty to the Indians
of the Western Navajo and San Car
los reservations. In Arizona, und the
Mescalero reservation In New Mex
lco. The areas allotted are such as
the secretary may deem to be for
their best interests; provided that
shall otherwise be
the allotments
be subject to the provisions of the
act of February 8, 1807, entitled, "An
act to provide for the allotment of
lands in severalty to Indians on tlie
various reservations, and to extend
the pniteetion of the laws of the
United States and territories over the
Indians, and for other purposes," and
The hill
the amendments thereto.
was read twice and referred to the
committee on Indian aralrs.
Benefit Jllde Uodey
Senator Foraker, from the commit
ten on judiciary, submitted a favor
able report on a Senate hi!!, so as
to read:
"That the salary of toe
United
States district judge for
Porto Rico shall, from and after the
fir.-- t
dsy nf July. Iims, be Jti.Oim per
annum."
The bill passed the Sen
ate.
uf statis
i t t'.v the bureau
A r r:
tic.--- ,
uf tiie department of commerce
and la. ior. says that the excess nf ex
pints mer imports for the year end
ing in .lannaiv. l'.iis. is til'' high
which gives tiia
sum uf
much of a balance in our favor for
that tunc. The same report shows
a favorable balance of nearly $iun..
Oiin.inio in 'olil Imports, and an adverse balance of $1 :, mill. lino in
th

$:.r.7.N.-,:!,-t:i-

"I Have fouiU a cure Mr the iiiIh-er- y
mal.uia poison produces" s:iys
f Louellen. S. C. "It's
K. M. .lame,
callel Kleetrle Hitters, and comes in
cent tin! ties. It breaks up a case
of chillx or a bilious attack in almost
no time; ami It puts yellow Jaundice
clean out of commission." This great
purifier
tonic medicine and blood
gives (tulck relief In all stomach, liver and kidney complaints and the
misery of lame back. Hold under
juarantee at All Dealer.
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WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

THE!

of COMMERCE
BANK
OP
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts

re--

law
suits, claims, collections. Investments,
speculations, changes, wills, pensions,
Insurance, deeds, mortgage, patents,
Inventions, and all financial diffi
culties.
bUHincns,

CAPITAL, S150.000
jOrriCERB ANOZDirtmCTORS

LOVE, COURTSHIP AND MARRIAGE.
Gives truthful revelations in all
love alTuirs, troubles, marriages, family difficulties and divorce, settles
lovers' quarrels, gives name of the
one you will marry and date of mar-rinehow to win the man or woman
you love, etc.

it
--

SOLOMON LUNA, President
W. S. STKICKLER, Vice President and Cashier
IW. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
J. C. Ualdridge,
WilliamiMcIntosh,
O. E. Cromwell.
Ai M. Blackwell."

o.

ND FASCI
HOW TO CONTROL
NATE ANYONE YOU LOVE
AND ADMIRE.
No matter wliat your life has been
I Hill start you rlglit again; will tell
you I low to control friends and ene
mies. Thousands have become happy
by taking my advice. Without ask.
trig you one question I will tell you
exactly whnt you called for, whom
and wlien you will marry. Call and
I will scud you away happier, wiser,
bolder than liefore; the sail and
broken hearted go away cheerful and
happy.

HOURS: 9 A. M. to
LOCATED

AT

BUILDERS'

AND

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Paint None BetNative and Chicago Lumber. Sherwin-Williater. Bnlldinx raper. Planter, Lime, Cement, Glatw, Sa&h, Doors, Etc.,
Etc., Etc.
.

J.

C.

423 South First
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A GOOB IROAB
JTheroad to a bank' is usually the road to prosperity.

Not quite all depositors areprosperous, but allfprosperous people are bank depositors. At the end!of the road to this bank, there is the bank that has the ability and
the disposition tohelp its customers, and many a man is glad that he has taken the road.

THERE IS A WARM WELCOME FOR YOU AT
"IT HE END OF THIS ROAD ltTO THE BANK

NATIONAL BANK
STATE 'ALDUQVEItQUE

MOVOAT. MXOTrt 3.

URGES

I,

HEED

SLLBTIOtTETtOTTE

CITIZEK

PACtB

OF

LISTEN:

JUVENII E

" I figure that an advertisement placed in an
evening paper will be read at least four times as

COURT

well as one placed in a morning paper. The
reason is obvious: In the morning people are
too busy to read at any length. They look over
the headlines, and possibly read the articles that
are of special interest to them then throw the
paper aside. The day's work is before them,
and must be done. But in the evening the work
of the day is behind them, and they have the

Speakers at Union Services
Agree That Bad Boy Problem Must Be Solved.
The mass meeting called last hlght
for the purpose of discussing the
question, "What Will We Do With
the Bad Boy?" was attended by an
audience which packed the Elko' opera hoiiee. The program published
in The Cltlien Saturday was carried
The addresses
out to the letter.
were alive with sensible argument
nd some of hem not devoid of humor, though the subject was dealt
with on the whole with due gravity.
The mimical numbers were well
given and duly appreciated.
From the practical view of the sub.
Ject as It applies to the bad boy of
Albuquerque the address of . Judge
carried
Oeorge K. Craig probably
with it more information than any of
the others, and showed the need of
prompt action by the city author!
ties in creating an officer to look
after the young hopefuls. Judge
Craig dealt wKh realities, recounting
numerous incidents of - small boys
brought Into his court.
The address of R. W. D. Bryan
dealing with f'The Problem of the
Had Boy." follows:
The Problem of the Boy
The first law to prevent cruelty to
anlmuls was introduced in Parliament
--

1n 1822.

The first law and the first society
.in the United States were the work
of Henry Bergh of New fork in 1866.
A few year afterward the first society for the prevention of cruelty
to children was organized Jn New
York,
The correct theory of society is
that every member has the right to
be protected by it and that it is to
the advantage of society to protect
its members.
Society should especially care for
the children because they are young
and helpless and cannot demand their
tights and because they are the most
valuable assets society has and need
to be cared for. Society says to the
parent:
"You must care for your
children and bring them up properly
or I will make you do so or will take
your children from you, for I must
protect myself by seeing that these
men In embryo are so helped and
encouraged that they will In the fu
ture be men Indeed." Society is beginning to feel that It Is cheaper to
take the child and train it than to
care for the criminal into which the
neglected
child develops. Medical
science waits not now for disease to
grapple Its victim, but seeks to pre
vent maladies and to destrtoy the
germs which cause disease, Uumanl
tarlans urge the prevention of crime,
the elimination of vice by training
children to thoughts of purity and
habits of virtue.
We have neglected many things In
our advancing civilization because we
have been selfish and therefore
preyed upon by smarter and more
selfish ones. We have not required
government to perform the functions
of caring for its members and protecting their interests.
This meeting tonight is an evidence
of an awakening and an Indication of
the trend of public sentiment. Let us
make the most of these helpful signs
and hasten the day when society
through its constituted agent, the
government, will protect the poor and
helpless; will act as a guide to the
weak and incompetent.
"We are to consider the problem of
the boy. Its solution is not easy. It
takes time and careful thought and
Study and experience
consideration.
will assist. The key of the problem
is love and affection. It is not a new
difficulty. The boy has always presented himself to the thoughtful as
worthy of attention and as demanding recognition.
The problem has
not changed with the changing years
in any material respect, but our viewpoint has altered and of weightier
import seems the call for a speedy
and correct solution. The boy of today is better, not worse than the
boy of yesterday.
In our advancing
civilization the present generation is
better equipped for life than any pre.
ceding one and the materials of the
next are even now being schooled to
grapple with greater activities and
with stronger chances of success than
their fathers. Hut with all, there is
room for improvement.
We are not
satisfied because we know that the
boy of the present may be helped and
blessed. All sociological questions appeal to us today with greater effect
than they did to our fathers.
The
world today is doing more for the
present and more for the coming
generation than was ever done in the
whole history of the past. We are
day by day becoming mure altruistic.
We are realizing our membership In
(Sod's great family and the brother-hoo- d
cry wins ear and heart. From
this soul yearning, definite, practical
help develops under the vigorous
spirit of material conquest which
dominates our general activities, and
all over our land we see even now
in actual operation Innumerable devices and enterprises fur the mental,
moral and physical development of

the

boys.

The Thing
'wlil
Vicious traits which threaten the
peace of society are Implanted In
youth by many means, but the most
prominent one is defective home
If parents are Immoral,
corrupt, careless or Indifferent their
Influence, over the child, whether in
u palace of in a hovel, is bad, and
they must not bo surprised If their
li 11 en grow up a menace to society.
Unsanitary houses and crowded tenements produce not only disease of
body, but dwarf
and corrupt the
mind and stain the soul.
Want of Intellectual stimulus and
needful recreation on the iart of par.

TIIREB

J In preparing good beer for the market,
much is due to the treatment during the
process the cooling, sterilizing, ' aging and
There is a result, however,
so on.
attained in the brewing of Blatz Beer
a distinguishing characteristicthat has
been uniformly maintained.
Certainly the best of components are
tisedbut it's to the "brewer's knack" that
Blatz Beer owes its. character and that's
where Blatz bases its claim for supremacy.
There's the delightful satisfaction of
honest hops and barley malt and that indi
vidua! goodness that "touches the spot."
If you are "keen to" beer quality and
would enjoy its benefits, cultivate the'4 Blatz
Sign Habit" watch for the name ask for
any 'of these brands, whether on draught
or bottled Wiener, Private Stock, Export,
F
Muenchener.

time, and also a greater inclination, to read.
After supper, in easy chair and slippers, they
will take up the evening paper and read it to
the very last line'
These are the sentiments i of one of Albuquerque's largest merchants. Think it over and
decide if it is true.,1
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Stern,

& Col, Wholesale Dealers, 313
Central Avenue, ritone 142.
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ADVERTISE IN

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
Issued at an hour
when people have time to read
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ACTIVITY

CONTINUES
IN

RATON

BUILDING

Many Him UoHMonoes anil Stores
Arc Being Kix4mI Township
lias IWs-- AiUIchI to (Tlty.
n

Raton,

N. M., March 2.
(Spfltil)
Anderson has been appointed
generaf 'auditor' for the Santa Fe,
Hilton & Eastern railway, vice J. R.
Hutchinson, resigned.
A new store building for George
A. Cox on Third avenue, a new livery
barn on North Second street to be
rented by Joseph Floyd, and several
tine dwellings, one of which Is for
Dr. T. B. Hart, and to cost $6,000,
are a part of the Improvements in
progress in Raton.
The platting of south Raton town-sit- e
Is an evidence of the growth of
this city. The north boundary of the
addition to Raton is thirty-fiv- e
blocks
south from the center of the city.
Hugo Seaberg is the most heavily interested and is the agent for the sale
of the property.
The churches of Raton have commenced a series of union evangelistic
services. Rev. John A. Cutler, pastor
of the Baptist church. Wm. Reace, of
the Methodist church and and Rev.
Samuel Magill of the Presbyterian
church for the first week.
J. K. Marcile has been appointed
assistant cashier in the Wells Fargo
express office at this place.
John Jelfs, vice president of the
First National bank of this place is
home from a trip to Marshalltown,
Iowa, where he was called to attend
the funeral of his sister, Mrs. Alfred
Beattie, of that place.

First National
Bank
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

N. C.

ents lead to careless neglect of the
children.
The municipality can do
much to remove these causes of vice
breeding, and money and thought expended in these preventative meas
ures will bring rich and merited returns.
What practical things can the officials of our city do toward helping
the boys develop manly traits. What-eve- r
is done the boy should be so
treated that he will regard all city
officials as his friends, his well wishers, and anxious at all times to help
him. The assumption that every boy
wants to make a man of himself
should always be maintained by all
who try to help in this work.
First. We need a Juvenile court
with powers similar to those which
have had recently such marked success in Denver and other cities. We
may need legislation by 'Congress to
empower our legislature to give police
judges and justices of the peace the
jurisdiction
exercised by juvenile
courts. But even now under the
power
well known
of Judges to suspend sentence, many if not all 'the
functions of a Juvenile court may be
exercised.
Second. The city council has now
the power t establish and maintain a
reform school. I do not like this
name and suggest that it be called
the industrial school. The city could
buy property large enough so that
the boys could maintain a garden
and erect upon It a building at least
two stories in height. The lower story
could be used as an industrial school
and be managed by the board of edas part of the school work
ucation
Vnd so operated that all children
going to our public schools could
learn some manual craft. The upper story should have rooms to be
occupied by boys or girls without
homes or from homes of vice or from
homes where there is no competent
directive authority.
Third. We require a more effectual compulsory school law, although
doubtless our preesnt law If properly
enforced might produce good results.
We need a law inflicting a penalty
upon careless, indifferent and vicious
parents.
Fourth. We should have an ordinance requiring the city physician to
every school
cvamine thoroughly
child, every three months, to keep a
physical record and to see that each
child" receives such medical care as
It needs.
Fifth. The powers of our school
board should bo so extended as to
enable them to meet the needs of the
parents of the children for recreation
and mental development;
in other
words,
the public school system
should be a socializing center for the
whole community, linking itself with
the parents as partners, in the education and training of the youth of
the city.
Sixth. As soon as possible, perhaps
by the combined action of the city
council and the board of education,
playgrounds should be established, at
least one In each ward. They should
each comprise at least one city block.
Hoys and girls do not object to long
walks and aro benefited by them, so
that these playgrounds need not be
close to the center of the city. 'hers

are practically no grounds about our
present school buildings. Quite recently the board of education
has
purchased land about the fourth ward
school, for which they are to be commended.
The effect these playgrounds would have on the morals of
our young boys can scarcely be overestimated. At present they must play
in the streets or encroach upon private property. They huve no place to
play which they can consider their
own. In other cities the good results
of the establishment of playgrounds
have been remarkable.
In Chicago
over twenty exist. In each is a build,
lng with shower baths and swimming
pools; a baseoall field; lawn tennis
an outdoor
and croquet grounds;
gymnasium; a running track, and an
immense sand pile for the jlttle ones.
In New York one of the parks was
alloted for a playground. It required
a heavy detail of policemen to keep
order, and even with their help there
was so much deviltry going on that
no game could be played with any
satisfaction and the girls were tormented to death. Someone conceived
the Idea of organizing the boys Into
a government to manage the park.
The plan provided for a set of officials similar In name and duty to
those In power in the municipality of
(Jreater New York. The boys fell
readily into the plan and put It into
operation.
Klections were held and
the officers duly Installed. Not only
did the boys learn a good deal about
the government of the city, but they
rapidly acquired the ability to govern themselves.
were
Ordinances
passed for the regulation of the park
and a complete revolution took place.
The regular police officers were no
longer needed. Every boy had his
rights respected and the girls were
permitted one portion of the park
unmolested.
The very worst boys
were the leaders In maintaining good
government which is today working
marvelously well.
Seventh. The board of education
could distribute flower and garden
seeds among the children, hold exhibitions of their products and offer
prizes for the best display. This has
proved very successful in other cities
and has been made a regular part of
the school work. It gives the children exercise; keeps them occupied In
a useful and healthful way; teaches
them some principles of agriculture,
the basis of most of our wealth; gives
material for thought and discussion;
of the
cultivates an appreciation
beauty of plants, blossoms and fruit,
and develops practical Ideas and regular habits. lr. Uoodman shows a
commendable spirit In offering to furnish seeds and plants and Superintendent Sterling will successfully organize the work of beautifying our
city.
Eighth.
In many cities vacation
schools are found popular and advantageous. These were primarily
designed for those who were deficient In their studies and wanted to
enter the fall classes in good shape,
or who wanted to advance rapidly.
It was then found that many children
who could find no work to do were
better satisfied to go to school during the summer than to do nothing.

The hours were so arranged that only
the morning was spent in the class
room. In the afternoon Industrial
work was done or excursions made
to parks or factories with the teacher,
for recreation and information, and
needed time was taken for the gym
nastum and the natatorlum.
Ninth. Many public schools en
courage their children to save by the
use of the penny savings bank. No
more valuable lesson can be taught
the child than that of frugality and
the accumulation of wealth. Prodigality leads to profligacy. The boy
who learns to aave without learning
to be stingy, has ensured his future
peace and comfort. With the acquisition of property he acquires greater
self respect and if the lesson of thrift
be carefully taught it Is a most valuable one.
Tenth. There are circumstances
which seem to require the working
for the support of himself or others,
by youths of tender years. Society
should, however, determine the necessity and not allow parental greed
or laziness to prevent the child receiving proper educational
development. The city council could by ordinance regulate this matter by issuing licenses to such boys as need
to work for their living, all or part of
the day. Those boys who work before or after school hours In selling
papers, running errands or otherwise
should be licensed under such restrictions as would prevent any Inroads upon their health.
Eleventh. Each religious organization should have- - a boys' brigade.
Twelfth. The curfew ordinance
should be enforced and it would be
more effective perhaps if a penalty
was attached applying to the parent.
Thirteenth.
The city should have
a boys' Y. M. C. A.
Perhaps nothing will
Fourteenth.
do a city boy more good than an outing in the country. The close contact
with nature even for a brief period
will renew tha whole nature. It helps
phslcally by organizing new energies
if the outing la properly directed and
by
controlled,
conserving
and
strengthening all nervous and unconscious llf forces. It helps mentally by the necessary study of Clod's
great universe and by the contemplation of the forces and energies
of
nature and the abundance
and variety of life. It helps spiritually because It reveals the wondrous beauty
of the world and the adaptation o
Its visible und invisible forces to their
work and leads the thoughtful to a
holy admiration of the Master Mind
whose creative and administrative Infinity touches the pulses of the vibrating universe. The city council
aiiu ttie board of education, could
make no better investment than one
which would enable every boy and
girl In Albuquerque to spend s.t least
two weeks each summer In the mountains. Now that tha government has
established the forest reserves, doubtless delightful places could be secured without cost, where camping
grounds could be established. We
have Indicated many things
that
(Cuutlnucit on Pago Four.)
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Orecerlea In
the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUH.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

TO AILING WOMEN.
Little Sound Advice. Will Help
Many a Sufferer In Albuquerque.
No woman can be healthy and well
If the kidneys are sick.
Poisons that
pass off in the urine when the kidneys
are well are retained In the body
when the kidneys are sick. Kidneys
and bladder get Inflamed and swollen, crowding the delicate femalo organs nearby and sometimes displacing them. This is the true cause of
many bearing-dow- n
pains, lameness,
backache, si d cache, etc.
Uric poisoning also causes headaches, dizzy
spells, languor, nervousness and rheumatic pain.
When suffering so, try Doan's Kidney Pills, the remedy that cure sick
kidneys. You will get better as the
kidneys get better, and health will
return when the kidneys are well.
Let an Albuquerque woman tell you
about Doan's Kidney Tills.
Mrs. II. Adair, of 817 South Edith
street, Albuquerque, N. M., says:
"Whether my symptoms Indicated
kidney trouble or not, I was not
certain, but nevertheless from reading about Doan's Kidney Pills I was
given a desire to try them to see if
they would not afford me at least
some relief from the parti between
and just below the shoulder blades.
While on my feet or stirring around,
I did not feel the slightest Inconvenience, but when I would sit down, the
pain would assert itself and at times
was very severe. The use of one box
of Doan's Kidney Pills brought relief
that warrants my having a high appreciation of this medicine."
Trice 50
For sale by all dealers.
Foster-Milbur- n
Co., HulTalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's onj
No. 23
take no other.
o
you
looking
ror
Are
mimrming ?
the want columns of The
Evening Citizen are for your especial
benefit- It talks to the people and
they talk to you.
Use DeWltt's Kaiiy Risers, pleasant little pills. They are easy to
take. Sold by J. II. O'Alel'iy Co.
A

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Mote

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex

First and Marqeette

Roofing

AIfettqerqoe, New Mexico

J. V. Eakln, President
G. Oloml, Vice President.

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary
O. Bachechl. Treasurer.

B
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Consolidated Liquor Company
Successors to
MELIXI

KAKLN, ami IIACIII't

111

&

WMOLKBALK DKALKRm IN

GIOMI

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
koop ovory thing la itoek to outfit tho
no j I to Hidlout bar com plot o
llavo Ixvn appolnUtl ruiiisive agents In lie KoutliwCKt for Jos. S.
Nclilitx. Wm. ICinp and St. I on Is A. It. V. Itrvwerle: Yolletoii,
irreu Itlvcr, V. II. Mo Ilrayer's
!ur Brook, Louis Hunter, T.
Monarch, and otiit-- brands of whiskies loo numerous to mention.J
Wo

I

r

A I IK N OT C'O.Ml'OrXDEllS
But sell the straight article
received from, the best Wineries
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect
our Htock and prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price
List. Issued to dealers only.
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Citizen Want Ads for Results

ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN.

rAtiK FOCR.

MONO

Y. 'MAJWTT 2. IMS.

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN FOR A VACATION AM) REST
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
By the
W. S.

No difference what has brought you to New Mexico

aV

health, recreation.

sS

port or observation you. will like The Valley Ranch, at Pecos, N. M. Every
Citizen Publishing Company ol Albuquerque, New Mexico. body does, and the reasons is obvious. Thera you find .typical ranch life
There you can rest, read, walk, ride, drive,
with the privations cut out.
They
shoot, fish, trap, or Just simply loaf, and no one will bother you.
WILLIAM F. BROGAN have everything you could need on such an outing, from cattle and
STRICKLER

FURNITURE, RUQQ, ETCJ ,

A
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AUTUMN EXTKHTAINIM1.
Is your table service perfect or anywhere near perfection?
If not let
us suggest that we can supply all deficiencies in the way of china, por-

cow-punch-

MANAGING EDITOR

PRESIDENT
SUBSCRIPTION RATES

W.OO

yea by mall In advene
Um month by mall
month by carrier within city Umlta

On

Entered

an

second-d- a

Act of Ooufree

t

(Hunt rated dally twwspaper
medium of the SonthwewU

In New Mexico and

the

beM

THE ALBCQCEKQCE CITIZEN IS:
,hP Southwest
The leading Republican tlaily and weekly n?wnarer
The advocate of Republican principles and the "Square 11-"

URGES NEED OF JUVENILE

celain and glassware at prices that wouldn't make sour the visage
anyone even If he or she were looking for trouble.

STRONG BLOCK

Bicydes

TOT

ofi

20 per cent Discount on all Fine Fornttcfe

pooooooocoooo

w

Postoffloe of Albuqnerqoe, Ji. M.,

matter at tii
of March. S, 187t.

lias only

M

Moat picturesque scenery,
to easy chairs, and all at your disposal.
beautltul roaas and paths, bear or squirrels, as you prefer; good horses, tents,
cabins or houses, fine board and last and best of all, a Jolly good crowd
ladles and gentlemen.
AND TOC CANT SPEND MORE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WEEK.
For further particulars, call at The Cltisen office, or address Valley
Ranch, Pecos, N. M.

SALE OR RENT

REPAIRS

(CtiutiniKtl from Page Three.)
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might be done to benefi: our boys to
lead theni to develope in right lines,
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cers of the law to reclaim the erring
Glass or Gallon, Beer by the Bottle or Case, Family
The citizens of Santa Fe expect to have the privilege of entertaining the youths and to start them on the right
Trade Solicited Satisfaction Guaranteed.
trade excursionists and the excursion should stop at .Sant Fe by all means. road to honor and integrity. The
The Capital City may Ih old, but it is still up and doing In all things of Judge
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juvenile court ought to
of
the
Interest to New Mexico and New Mexico business expansion.
Phone 1029
Call, Phone or Send for Solicitor.
Saw a. list or these willing helpers
so as to be able to call upon any
' ' The Citizen is glad to see that its suggestion that Governor Curry be
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member to take charge of a boy and
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commercial school, the Tyler
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Kodol is a scientific preparation of
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I'at Carrett had no doubt 1 am sure we w ill be more than re- - pills
Illtir buttle with the devil il l all his angels.
and contains the same Juices
seen his day the day of tin- - frontier wheM the gnu was the law. and in that paid for any service we may leiuler will be refunded at All Dealers.. 25c.
Each
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1av he probably did more to curb lawlessness and protict life and property by the good we will ourselves receive
Your la miry given to the W1IITK dose will digest more than 3.000
Now that he is dead. Ills enemicw as the necessary and legitimate
than any officer in New .Mexico or Texas.
WAf.ONH insure you of first cui
grains of good food. Sold by J. H.
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of true devoted altruistic
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effort.
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more fi lends than enemies and that is a pretty goo showing "tl the l ight
and up
Subscribe for Tim rrctarn aim g4
f'KE'S nixiciocs hot ciiorn.
tta-JLside of tl balance sheet for any man.
WALTON'S HIUU STOKK. tba news.
at Cutrcllo Furniture Co.
ll
CITIZEN HAS:
The finest equipped Job department In New Mexico.
The latest reporui by Associated Pros and Auxiliary News Serrlce.

THM AXIUQCERQCK

Farming

F. S. Hopping
00900000000000

Walking

Harrows, Cultivators; Hay
and Sulky Plows, Scotcb,Steel and
Presses, the Improved Buckeye Mower the strongest and most
satisfactory mower on the market at the present
especially
adapted for Alfalfa Fields. Studebaker Wagons the only kind
worth buying or having. REPAIRS: We cany a complete stock of
goods.;
repairs tor our

8iK-Ite-

(SH

,

Implements

Lowest'.

.

Mcintosh hardware go.

tot;

-

lad

mtlft

l3Whol9al

Matalld.

1212c.

The
Aztec
Fuel

I

61;

69.
59. 44,

Co.

,

ed

Convenience - Comfort

- Security

j. t. Mclaughlin,

!

President.

I

!

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

We are now

equipped
business
and solicit your
ders.

Montezuma Grocery

Liquor Co.

BEST
MP

$6.50

m

law-abidi-

Mountain

hi-.i-

OUR

SAVES

AD V LR TISElii ENTS

run-cer'i- s,

MONEY

132-pa-
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i:it
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-
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Ladies' Tailor

622

j

a-

J. P. MORELLI
Tiler as

j
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PAYMENT

K

I

FOR

have both the Gunn and

Globe-Wernic-

Navajo Blankets

passing upon the queMInn
of Issuing newer
bond
the city
council tonight will be asked to take
some action upon the claims which
have been made against the city by
persons losing bedding and other
property carried away and destroyed
by the city physician during the recent small pox scare. The city board
of health will hold a meeting at 7
o'clock for the express purpose of
considering the said claims. What the
board of health recommends
will
most likely ruin the council In Its acMayor McKm said todny that
tion.
he believed that some, and possibly
all, the bills would be allowed to
some extent. Rome of them may be
reduced, as Mme of the claims place
values upon the property destroyed
to the price for which they could be
purchased new.
The newer bond Issue, matter, It Is
said, will meet with prompt action a
It is generally conceded .that a new
sewer cystem Is needed.

ke

make, the best that's made

Full Line of Other Office Furniture

A

SOLD AT FACTORY PRICES

Sec Our Window Display This Week

FUTRELLE FURNITURE CO.
REASONS WHY

ALBUQUERQUE

YOU SHOULD PATRONIZE THE

FOR

Occidental Life Insurance Go.

J.

Of New Mexico and Arizona
pro-

'

i

mote local enterprises.
It wrote more business the first year than was expected.
It has paid all of its obligations.
It is an Old Line Legal Reserve Company.
It writes the standard policies established by the Laws of
New York, the most exacting ever enacted..
-

'

Joshua S. Rajreoldc,
,

y

J. H. O'Rielly,

President.

.".

a Sec'y

SEWER WAS CLOGGED

rjlIH

JAPANESE

TAR AND SAND

BUYING
.

iiKTNVto-

(in.

When Street Commissioner Martin
Tlerney astd his street cleaning force
finally got the sewer running from
street to Third street near the
'Central High school building opened
Saturday night, they found that the
obstruction which had blocked the
passageway was nothing less than a
.hundred or less gallons of sand saturated and glued together with tar,
presumably from the gas works.
The section of the sewer betweep
Kecon iftreet and Third jrtreet. wheYe
the trouble occurred, giants toward
thee$.TrfittL& ,tl Uve weC-- fcltt
should. . Water will run east inU
Unless there 18 pressure on It from
,the 'Highlands to force It the other
way. Any sediment coming down
Second street readily finds a lodging
place In it as Is evident from the stuff
When it was
removed yesterday.
found that the sewer was clogged the
street 'department realized the necessity of two new manholes. These
were "bxllt close enough together so
that a line could be forced through
from one to another by the use of
Iron rods. Burrs were attched to
the line and dragged back and forth
until the obstruction was removed.
Second street sewer has been
i The
entirety mended and the manhole at
Silver avenue has been completed
Street Commissioner Tlerney gairi t hi
morning that he would put the street
which has been torn up so long, in
condition at once.
The matter of voting for bonds for
a complete new sewer system will be
considered by the city council at
meeting tonight.
TENDER

-

-

f:

-

te

PARCEL DELIVERY
HAS PROMISING START

FROM TRACK
Oryis

Dry is the firm name of a
parcel delivery company
which has Just started In business in
Albuiueriue. The members, of the
firm are both well known Albuouer- iue young men, with business ability
and "there is no doubt but that they
will muke a success of their new
Venture. The company will have Its
headquarters at Joe Ittchards' cigar
store on Central avenue. At present
parcels are being delivered with a
motor bicycle.
Two motor tricycles
or motor vans have been ordered by
the company and will be pressed Into
As
service as soon as they arrive.
evidence of the punctuality of the
company in making deliveries Uncle
Sam has awarded It the contract for
delivering all the Heclal delivery let
ters coming through the local post
&

ten-ce-

6

The preverblul luck of the Santa
Fe.was probably never better Illustrated than this morning, when train
ijo. 10 failed to follow engine No.
if6 safely down the line in the lower
end of the yards, but, insteud, led
by the tender of the engine, jumped
ft switch and went down a switch
track, dragging the engine with It.
No one was injured uml the damage
done consisted chiefly of the expense
of righting the overturned engine,
The accident occurred between the
roundhouse and the stockyards. No.
10 was on time as usual und had entered the yards at a speed of about
ten miles an hour. For some reason
yet to be discovered, the tender
jumped a switch and went down a
side track, followed by the train. The
tender pulled harder than the engine and the latter careened over
the track. Kngineer J. W.
Lyons and his fiivman escaped by
Jumping. The train cam to a stop
right side up with care, standing on
the track. None of the cars were
dnmaged In the least and within ten
minutes a switch engine had pulled
tho train Into the station, and It left
on almost schedule time. The passengers were startled at the sudden
stop of tho train, but all escaped Injury.
How's Tlilf?
We offer One Hundred Dollars
anv case of Catarrh that canfor
cured bv Halls Catarrh Cure.
not
F. J. t'llbAKV - t'O., Toledo. U.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last lo years, and beIn all
lieve him perfectly honorablefinancially
and
business
transactions
made
any
obligation
carry
out
to
uble
t-

oftlee.

LOUISIANA

GUARD

Testi-ni'inbil-

Just rovlved, a

Mt squares uml
Co.

new lot of mattings,

rug.

Futrcllo

Fur-liMu- rc

ITALIANS

Kentwood, La., Feb. 2H. Keutwood
today under guard of state troops
who quietly took possession of the
town last night to prevent threatened
violence against Italian workmen.
Scores of the Italians have been
warned to leuve the town by self
styled vigilantes, who told them they
would be blown up with dynamite if
they persisted In remaining.
The
cause of this actlon was the accept
ance by the Italians of a wage reduc
tion from $1.75 to $1.2,r a day In the
lumber mills.
is

bv his firm.

WA1.DINO. KINXAN & MAHV1N.
Wholesale Druggists. Toledo. O.,
is taken InternalHall's Catarrh Cure
ly, ucting directly upon lh blood and
mucous HurfaccH of the system.
sent free. Price 7&c per bottle.
Hold by all Druggist.
.Take Halls Family I'llls for constipation.
,

TROOPS

MUS.

U.

.KE ATKINSON

Press Notices.
"Mrs. Atkinson's selections
comprise' the serious ind tho comic, alv- inif n ran&re thnt Khtu-a.nlml able advantage her talents. Her work
was u high standard of excellence
and received merited applause."- .
lienleoii Dura Id.
i

t7t on l.k a special

cash dis- count of 20 per cent on all

Parlor Furniture and 'Turkish
Rockers and Leather Chairs.
All new and
goods.

COME AND SEE US

TOWN
Will

Jfml

1

Bennett Curio Co.

I

ALBERT FABER

310 Central

momco3occmocomcmcom

SignIndian Store
ooooooooooooo
Look for our

Among the worth souvenirs wtych
Will be uassed Out bv Alhllmlemtie
business men on their excursion nvrt
the New Mexico Kastern and Santa
Fe Central railways will be the new
$10 maps of Greater Albuquerque,
recently gotten out by
the J. M.
Moore Realty company. This Is one BROWNS TAKE FIRST
of the best Ideas that has been so
far proposed. J. M. Moore, manager
of the J. M. Moore Haaltv eomnunv
HONORS IN GAME
said this morning that the company's
representative on the excursion would
be Instructed to place - on of the Olty lioys Hiul tlie Ativan
tatfc All
large mans In everv rllv' and town
Through VesWrday's OouU-st- .
the . excursion train tops "The map
wilt, be placed' In the .most public
It was with growing interest that a
place so as to be enjoyed by. thspub- - small
gathering of fans watched the
performance of two teams of baseball
The map was oomplled by Kngipark yesterday
players
neer J. K. Farwell ' and Just gotten afternoon.at Traction
score was 9 to 2 in
out last year. It it a lot diagram of favor of theThe
city chaps, the Burleas
the city and, all the suburban towns,
s
taking second place. Besides
Including Parelns and Old Albuquersecuring all the honors, the city chaps
que, and ahows every part and parcel also took all the gate receipts, less the
of land within a radius of several expenses, which included the salary
miles of the center of the city.
of two gatekeepers and advertising.
However, the net receipts divided by
nine will not make any of the prinRHODES SCHOLARSHIP
cipals rich. But the Important feature of the game was that it gave evidence that Albuquerque has the maFOR UNIVERSITY BOY terial
out of which Iffight be moulded
a very passable baseball team.
A boy by the name of Allen,' who
The faculty of. the University of is a student at.the Unlverslly, did the
New Mexico received word today that twirling for the city team and actwo of the varsity students. Hugh quitted himself with 'honor, receiving
jftryan and Frank Light, had passed credit for two of trie twenty-seve- n
(ho SUiodsa aeholarshiplexamination.
s.
O'Ba'nno'n twlrfed a good
3"he board or examiners could not game, but he could not have won
agree upon the work of the other two even though his support had been less
students. Waddell of the A. M. col- ragged.
lege; and Hunt of the University. This
MBS. JMTUKVK OAMPHKLL
means three years at Oxford, Kng-lan- d,
"Hit first and apologize afterwards"
for one of the successful contestants. Which shall go will be de- once declared a certain Anglo-Saxo- n
termined by the faculty of the uni- of strenuous life proclivities.
Hence analogousry''' this positiie
versity. The scholarship Includes a
Stipend of about 300 pounds sterling, declaration that Mrs. Patrick Campan explanabell Is harmontous-w'lt- h'
or $1,600 a year, for expense.
Frank Light is the son of Dr. C. tion to follow.
Shades of theatrical managers and
M. Light of Silver City.
and Mr.
Bryan Is the son of K. W. I). Bryan of newspaper interviewers rise from
their Umbo of surcease from care In
of this city.
wild-eye- d
Indignant protest at the
Thomas Hell, n student of the Unimere suggestion of such a mental
versity, secured the Rhodes scholarBut, gently! Here comes
ship (ho years ago, and Is at Oxfocd earthquake.
Mrs. Campbell Is
now.
.Mr. Hell should complete his the explanation.
harmonious, the very sublimated quin
studies next year.
tessence of harmony In all that up
pertains to her stage productions.
THOMAS WVNAMAKKIl lK.I
The set representing Aubrey Tau- In
tho Albany,
Liverpool, March 2. Thomas B. queray's chambers
Wanamaker of Philadelphia, a son of London, is an exact replica of th
former Postmaster General Wana- bachelor chambers once occupied
bv liuls N. Parker, whose
maker, died suddenly at his hotel In there
of "Magda" Is in Mrs.
Liverpool today. He arrived here adaptation
The
Thursday from Egypt, where he had Campbell's present repertoire.
been traveling with his mother In first, second and third acts of "The
search of health.
Wanamaker had Notorious Mrs. Kbbsmith" are as nigh
been suffering from rheumatism and perfect a reproduction as possible of
gout, complicated with other ailments. the apartments occupied by Mrs.
The announcement of his retirement Campbell herself In Venice some
from the firm of John Wanamaker years ago. She depends upon the the.
was made February 1.
aters for nothing. Kvery tick of fur
nlture. everv rug. drapery and hang
Ing piece, every object d'art and piece
SIGNS OF PROSPERITY
has been personally sc.
of
lected by her and Is carried with the
company. The old china and pictures
The liroun Shoe conipan of St. used in "The Second Mrs. Tanquery.
Notorious
state tiiut their January tl0S) Ihe candlesticks In "The
Mrs. Klibsniith," the porcelain stove
.shipments show a gain of one hunall Individually pur
dred and ten thousand dollars over 111 "Magda" were Kurope
and brought
the corresponding month of 1907, chased by her in
present tour
and their shipments for the year 1S07 over with her for her
pictures and old- show a gain of nine hundred ami Kiiiiw of the umaller indistinguishable
virtually
time
mints
nineteen thousand dollars over the
from ibe front of the house cost all
year lHOti.
to $30 apiece. A
They have built two luge brick the way from t2duelling
pistols which
pair
of
fanmu"
factories the past year, each
310
history of their own in the
feel long, .Mill feet wide and three have a (leorge
IV. are in evidence in
davs of
stories high, which now gives them "Magda."
Campbell insists that
Mrs.
.
eight big hints, with a total
ut each production
atmosphere
the
of over seventeen acres. Thehy
Before the curtain
complete.
be
shall
will this month Increase their capital goes up
on any act she personally
stock from two million five hundred goes over the stage setting, sees ttiat
thousand dollars to three million dol
each and every property Is In its own
lars.
particular place and that nothing
leadiiig
Their
brands are White shall
be lacking to disturb the mental
Shoes for men mid women, Buster
cither of herself or of tier
equipoise
Krown lilue lUhhoii Shoes for boys company. No artist has ever been so
girls,
and
.Mound 'ity High Oils. Ox
in this respect as the
Calf Work Shoes ami other Star- - particular
of pasts that refuse
portrayer
Five-Sta- r
specialties, on which tiny
Members of her comwere awarded the only Double (Iraiid reincarnation.
played with the late
pany who
Prize at the St. Louis World's' Fair In .Sir Henry have
Irving, the acknowledged
lHUt. and the Hold .Medal at the master of all matters appertaining to
Jamestown Fx position in I HUT.
stage detail, declare that In this reOwing to the uiiprcceilente-de
spect Mrs. Campbell surpasses him.
mand for these goods they were un iSlie decries
anuehronism to art. The
able to fill all orders as promptly furniture must fit the picture.
A
and completely as desired
during WaU-rburor an Klgin clock bus no
part of the year li'07, but now with place upon the mantelpiece of an
manufacturing facilitheir Inert-aseKnglish country home with the Inties, enabling them to carry a stock terior appointments of a century ago.
it all times amounting to over a A modern painting or a new patterned
million iIoIImij, they are back to their carpet is out of place in a Venetian
old ha.-iiof lllllng complete In first palace. A Mil art America table cloth
shipment !5 to 100 per cent of all has no place In tin: Herman provincial
orders received. Special attention is setting of "Magda." A sectional or
given to mall orders.
revolving bookcase is entirely out of
Merchants coming to St. Louis are keeping with the Ibsen atmosphere
cordially invited to visit the White of "lledda Hauler" Mrs. Campbell
House, on Washington
avenuu at contends that In order to preserve the
Seventeenth street, the finust and atmosphere of the author, to give an
beat equipped building in the world Interpretation as he would desire of
for handling shoes.
his work, that the stnge surroundings
(li-ay-

put-out-

bric-a-bra- c

Horn-are-

SIGHT
GOOD Possession,
and

a Priceless
you should not allow your eyes
to be treated except bya competent optician or occulist. I
will tell you free just what
I can do for your eyes, and
Is.

should be In absolute harmony with
the dialogue and situations and that
they should no more be changed In ri
each town played than the words and
5
phrases of the play itself.
iHence let It be said again that Mrs.
Patrick Campbell Is harmonious and
woe to the local- manager who in the
prld of his heart and of his owa
smart stage furniture and properties
endeavors to convince her to the con

-

nisi,

'i'i

i

GUARANTEE TO DO IT.

EXAMINATION FREE

D. Ui
Ooh.
Carries.
Sq4KCCC0K)KC00

rzb

C. H.

trary.

SAVE YOUR FUEL

The Home Restaurant

HILL.

A tireless cooker can be bought for

the price of a gasoline stove and 76
per cent of the cost of gas, coal or
gasoline la saved by cooking the
most toothsome meals entirely with
out Are.
We Invite your
inspection
and
guarantee this estimate of fuel saving
to be a conservative one.
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co.,
412 West Central.
Who to lu When Bilious.
The right thing to do when you
feel bilious is to take a dose of Cham'
berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets.
They will cleanse the stomach and
regulate the liver and bowels.
Try
It. Price, 25 cents. Samples free at
all druggists. .

207 West Gold
Large,

Room, Prompt, Courteous Service,
Music While You Eat, Number I Meals

Well-Lighte-

Breakfast
Dinner

Supper

d

6 to 9
Breakfast
12
to 2
Dinner
7:30
5:30
to
Supper
3c
3
MUS. Mm. F. MYKHS, Iroprl0tre
25c
35c

The Oxford Hotel

shine and a pair of new laces
f your shoes
wonderfully.
We can sell you the
best polisher on the market In blaek,
tan or white, as well as the strongest
laces in silk, mercerized or linen. C,
May's Shoe tore, 314 West Central
avenue.
A

will improve the looka

:

114-11-

North Second

6

THE FINEST DINING ROOM AND BUFFET
IN THE CITY
.

It

will cost you tout ten rents a
dime to liuv your slilrt laundered
and liotne on time. Ilabbs Lnun
dry Co.

Rates Reasonable
r.

HOOMS FOR UKVr.
MYERS A
M.
Nicely furnished rooms with use
of bath, steam heat and all conveniences. No Invalids. Hotel Cratge, 0X)COCXX)OCXX)C)CXXXXXX)0(XXJOO
Sliver avenue.

To Core a Vld in One Day.
KKOMO Quinine
Take UaaIiVB
Ta'uiets. Druggists refund money If
It falls to cure.
O ROVE'S
E. W.
signature Is on each box. 25c.
Our standard is lmvjtlc finMi. If
you uunt Uic liigh mIIhIi tell lit; mo
do that, too. Huhbs Laundry'
DeWltt's Carbollzea

,;ei

Wltcl.

Salve Is especially good for plies. Sold
by J. H. O'Rielly Co.

.

SONS, Proprietor

ALBUQUERQUE-ESTANCI-

AUTOMOBILE

liliST MEALS

points.
Automobiles for rent by the
dy or hour In and about the city.
Parties holding special round trip
tickets to Estancta and return ma
exchange them for hourly service
in the city or other points.
For further Information Inquire at the General Ticket office
and garage, 408 W. Copper ave
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Phone

Columbus Hotel

look-

ing, easy on the foot, well wearing.
Prices range from $1.10 to $2.25. C.

May's Shoe Store,
avenue.

314

OCJOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ

West Central

846.

Trios. F. Keleher

Me lnive a few folding
DKVOF.S KF.ADY PAINT
from $.Y) and up. Hrcat
luirguiiis.
Co., One (Dillon Cover ttUO Square Fear
Futrcllu Fui'nttui'
west end of viaduct.
l'ALMIOTTO HOOP TAINT .
Stops Lrnkt, 1 4i4s Flvo Years.
ts-d- s

Elks Theatre
I'EKIORM ANCE

ONE

EVE.

SATURDAY

Engagement

i:n;lms

Wits.

14

I'ro-a'ntii- ig

etc.
South Flr--

beAn-

PLANING

famocs mtkins

Patrick

of l.ii
Siniileriiuin'h
Dranui

blei- - A

BUYERS' UNI Oh

fot bargains in Shoes Dry Goods and
Clothing;.

Mill

work a Hpevlulty.
Ktrcvt. Telephone i'JX

SM't'Utl.

lilt
He

A lot of ln,'U b odd eoiltj
A lot of men's Oil 1 vesti
Mi ll's Wines, large Sizes
Heavy 'In a.sli liasitia

l.ti
100

paeknges figs
K.lh'll elfgs. doz
t;
t..i, ;t

26c
S0c

3

.

Allen & Vickrey

3te

iaeond
IOI;lF, Prop.

122 North

Plumbing:, Tinning and

VM.

Galvanized Iron Work
207

'j

E.

Central

Av.

Phone 1515

Consult

a

Reliable

Dentist

Co.

Powerful

CRYSTALTHEATRE

Magda
Prices

ALBUQUERQUE

Ken-e-

and Her Own London Company
t

CASH

408 Witt Railroad Avaaoa

oi.ittsT mill ix the tin
Extraordinary Tin:lieu
lii mfd of khhIi. door, frame

Campbell
lirc-lioi-

and go to the

Don't Forget The

MARCH

Albuquerque Is tho only stop
tween Topeka, Kansas, and Lis
geles, California.

Watch This Space

JAP-A-LA-

ONLY

COMPANY

dally to points In

Automobiles

Women's house shoes, toe slippers,

strap sandals and Jullettes. neat

Ai

the Estancla Valley. Special cars
to Golden, San Pedro and other

IN CITY

t'.

a

o

s

308 West

109 North First St.

-

-

Immigration Inspector Green today
secured a statement from the four
Japanese he arrested yesterday on
train u which will likely uncover one
of the biggest Immigration swindles
that in. being perpetrated upon the
United States today. Uach one of the
Japanese said this morning that he
paid 115 for the head tax receipt
which lie carried when arrested and
which lie had been told and hoped
would Insure him safe passage to
Depver. The tickets were all dated
the early part of last year. The pris
oners say that they came into-Ctoltefl Stales oflTthe3 Vvenln'g bf 'February 24. They '.walked' across the
line, wadlng the river near El Paso
about 8 o'clock In the evening. The
head tax tickets, for which natives of
Mexico coming Into the United States
paid $2 apiece, were purchased from
Mexicans in El Paso, according to
the Japanese. After buying these
tickets the Japs purchased railroad
tickets to Denver.
The prisoners gave their names as
follows:
T. Konno. S. Watarl. K.
Eto and I. Yamada. They were
sweated for several hours yesterday
but would make no definite state
ment. At first they said that ihcy
had been in the I. nlted Srales to;
more than a year and had been liv
lng at San Antonio, Texas.
Last
night ,thoy confessed the Iruth.
of placing them In the county
Jall Inspector Green placed them un
guard.
der
The Information secure!
In the confession hs been telegraphed
Immigration
the
nfllee at Kl Pa.no.

PULLED
ENGINE

TICKETS

;rvna FiioartliV a Plot
Against Immigration Service.

Obstruction Has leri Hrswvnl and
' Repair Will Soon lio
pfcted.

'

CONFESS TO

t

t

and Gen. Mgr.

Upholstered

Store open from 9 to 12 a. m.
and from 2 to 5 p. m.

Places.

'
It Is a home industry-.- ;,
It keeps the money at home and makes it available to

'

3

Furniture

THE

M. Moore Itcalty Company
l'lmv New Ones hi Public

i

OF

fij HI itS

j

jl ift

We are compelled to dispose of about 500
Navajo Rugs. We have laid out as many
as possible on the floor of our old store,
109 North First Street, and invite every-bod- y
to come and see them, as it is an
interesting and unusual display. If you
want one we won't argue about price, as
they positively must be sold by March 1,
regardless of selling price or cost.

MAP
EVERY

SPECIAL SALE ;

-

FORCED SALE OF

GOODS REMOVED

OBesldes

We

omoscmososcmcmcmcmomomcmcm
V-

Sectional Book Cases

!

WILL-AS-

PAGE FIT H

$100, $2.00,

$2 60

W. It. On inlorfl, Mgr.. 120 Wrm
'l ids Week

.old

BIG MOVING PICTURE SHOW

Full K't of Tevili
J'
it.ol.l Filling
SI. AO up.
tioid Crowns
$6
F.virMi'ling
Pulnlc
.f.c.

All.

WOKK

ALMM.FTFl.l
AXTFF.I).

$8
t;r.R.

tOc

Ladies' souvenir matinees Tuesdays
Uox .Seats
$:t.no
and Fridays; Children's toy matinee
Seat sale Wednesday, March 11.
every Saturday; complete changi of
For the convenience of
theatergoers mail orders when ac program Thursday;
grand amateur
companied by a remittance, rilled in carnival Friday night.
the order of rect ipt.
A few
choice front seats, ZOc; no
FltKH LIST Sl'SPIiNLKP.
rals In prices.

lKS. t'OPP and PFTTIT.

BOOM

I.

M.

T. A.VMIJO ULDQ.

AT.T.UQUERQPF OITIZKy.

PAGK SIX

CMS

CLOVIS IS NEWEST OF RAILROAD
.

-

3500,000

HAS ALREADY BEEN

i

attendant upon its operations

in the
section, pliicea the future of Clovls as
an Important railroad center' beyond
even the shadow of a doubt.
AM)
I '.UTS
AT
PROSPECTS
('!. VIS.
Since the decision to make Clovls
the division point was finally reached
the railroad company has been push-

MONDAY,

r

rrl

usual surfeit of
estate men A
tendant upon phenomenal develop-

ment

In spit of the fact that public
Improvements, pending decision on
the application already made by the
town for Incorporation, must be made
through public subscription, and that
a
everything la coming upon the
once, Clovls has already built
ing construction there with the Idea four at churches,
representing
the
of making up for lost time. They Methodist, Baptist, Presbyterian and
have already completed the erection Christian denominations,
a school
of an ample car repair shop, an house, soon to be replaced with a
eighteen-sta$43,000
ll
a
320-Acrroundhouse,
and
e
larger and more substantial edifice of
Townslte Was Sold In June. 1907.
First Lot of
concrete coal chute, capable of brick and a combination brick opera
-dally
and
handling
750
tons
Buildof
coal
Brick
Last One Will Be Gone in Two Weeks Nine
house and business building is at
equipped with the latest design of present being agitated.
The school
maremoving
handling
-coal
ash
and
Water
and
ings Underway Two Banks Established
already has a staff of three capable
chinery, a $10,000 cinder pit, a $25.-00- 0 teachers and an attendance of about
concrete combination depot and 200 scholars. In addition Clovis also
Works Already Installed -- Town Has Grown Like Magic.
division oftlce building, and a
has a bright weekly paper, the Clovls
cut-oPecos N'ewa (Republican), owned and edittft Cameo on the
Valley line to the south. They have ed
by 'Arthur E. Curren, United
To that numerous class of penning and with this end in view actually graded a large tract Of land for aidat this
land commissioner
who are mo constructed mentally that begun the construction of a rounS-hous- e ing on which they propose to place States
point, and who with his father has
at that point, at the same time, 25 miles of track, about ten of which for
they require excitement and to those
years
tieen active In terri
members of the community who are plating eighty acres of land in town is already constructed and an at- torialsome
newspaper
political fields.
forever on the lookout for specula- lots and placing them upon the mar- tractive concrete and tile Harvey And last but not and
least,
the new city
brought
was
however,
plan,
tions, In which they can get quick ket. The
house with dimensions of 146x134 has a water works system established
in
to
early
a
money,
sudden termination
action for their
the writer of
feet and two stories In height Is at by private capita) with an unlimited
this article recommends a trip to the 1M07 through the unexpected increase the present time being built. ISeslde supply of pure water and five miles
took4
on
place
which
the
recently created city of Clovls. N. M. in business
h
the company is carrying on extensive of
mains and a complete
conIf you please you may look the town Pecos Valley lines and
well drilling work, four deep wells telephone system connecting t with
up on the map, though the chance of vinced the officials that the opera- having been completed and others Amarillo, Texas, and the various
your finding it Is somewhat remote tions of that brunch could no longer being under way. The water Is of towns throughout Roosevelt county.
because Clovis l lw than one year bp handled exclusively from Roswell the very best quality, both for do- FAIIMINO AKOVNW CLOVIS
old. Its birthday was June 75th. but would require the establishment I meJ,tic anil mechanical purposes, an
Owing to the fact that the town
1S07, Just eight months ago, at which of a division point farther to the analysis showing but ten grains of
lime the. Santa Fe Land Improvement north. Texlco was again elated, the IncrustmentH to the thousand. Heslde of Clovls In Its relationship to the
company, an auxiliary corporation to presumption being that its location the above the company has under .Santa Fe railroad present such an
Interesting study the larger portion
the Atchison, Topeka and .Santa Fe made its choice a necessity, but the advl.scment the erection of an extendevoted to
Ilailroad company, sold the first lot calculation proved enoreous as the sive power house for lighting and of this article ofhas been
the local situation.
the discussion
distance from Amarilla, Texas, the other purposes, a
In the town. Since then this lusty inn
ice plant But with all Its advantages In this
fant, the favored child of our great- next division point to the east, was and a recreation building for the use
direction It Is far from certain that
est western transportation nystem, has but 95 miles and the company, had of its employes. Without any posiImportance is to eventually
risen like Aladdin's palace from the it chosen that point would have been tive knowledge on the subject it its chief
as a transforced to pay Its engine and train would seem to the writer that the arise from Its selectionvery
prairie on which It stands and has
portation center. The
fact that
dy taken its place among the first crews the minimum scale of 100 miles company's investments' to' d ue on acadvantage is also liable to
score of cities In the territory In each time they passed over the divis- count of Clovls must be at least it has this
ion, a burden
which would have $500,000, and that before its present render It the principal agricultural
point of population.
shipping and therefore the principal
If you should conclude to under- proved material before many months plans are carried out It will reach at trading mart of Hoosevelt county, not
elapsed.
least $250,000 more. A conservative far from the center of which It Is
take this Seeing Clovla trip It would of operation had
d
Wl'h all these facts staring It In estimate of the employes of the
be better for you perhaps not to read
j located.
As Is well known through
under full operation at this point out tne territory, nooseven. couiuy
this article, because It might deprive the face the company finally decided
you of the sensation of surprise to locate on the present site and in and their dependents, including the Is the banner dry farming district of
and professional comwhich la one of the things most October. 1906. Mr. It. C. lieed, acting mercantile
having increased Its
New Mexico,
sought after by travelers, but if your under the Instructions of Mr. J. E. munity necessarily Involved In cater- - population from 500 In 1S03, when
it was founded, to about 25.000 at
the present time. Farming has been
flourishing In Koosevelt county for
several years, and its success Is no
longer regarded by the pioneers in
this line as speculative. Records
kept at the county seat for the past
ten years show that the annual rain
NOTICE ITHl PUBLICATION.
inches and that
fall is twenty-fou- r
it comes for the most part in the Department of the Interior,
United
summer montns wnen it is mom
Statea Land Office.
needed. The soil for a radius of
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 8, 1908.
thirty mile in all directions Is the
Notice is hereby given that the fol
same chocolate loam for which east lowing-named
claimant has filed no
ern New Mexico is famous, and it is tice of his Intention
to make final
known to excel In the quality of proof in support of his claim under
moisture retention so necessary for sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
successful farming in this part of the 3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
United States, Almost any crop can by the act of February 21, 1893
be raised here with abundant yield, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof
those moat connnonly produced being will
made before J. M. Luna, Pro.
Indian corn, maize, millet, oats, Jvar-f- ir batj be
Clerk, at Los Lunas, N. M., on
corn and sorghum. Garden truck
17, 1908, viz: Mariana Chavez
of all kinds flourishes and Irish po- March
for the Small Holding Tract
tatoes, sweet potatoes and onions are de Otero,
No. 2547, in Sec. 36, Township 7 N.,
staples. A great variety of pump- Range
2 E.
kins and melons are raised throughnames the following witnesses
out the country and they constitute to He
prove his continuous adverse posa splendid fopd for hogs, which are
of said tract for twenty yean
session
appearance
beginning to make their
preceding
next
the survey of the
parts
of
in important numbers in all
viz:
township,
here
is
Poultry
raised
the section.
Otero, Gulllermo Oro
with a minimum of expense and at- na,Estanllada Aragon
y Garcia, BerAniceto
Lt
as
nets
high
altitude
tention and the
Sedillo,
of
all
Peralta. N. M.
nardino
in
stock
live
disease
a preventive of
to protest
person
desires
Any
who
cotExperiments
with
of all kinds.
proof,
said
of
allowance
against
the
county
Roosevelt
in
on
ton carried
any substantial rea
of construction goblock at (lovl Now Nearlnjr Completion. Illustration gives an Idea of the
of
or
who
knows
can
it
conclusively
that
demonstrate
ing on in the town. AltOgetluT there arc nine brick buildings clllie r under way or rcuit mount for.
son under the laws and regulations of
be grown successfully even with
the Interior Department why such
rail-nby
is
to
placed
broomcorn
seed,
wuuts
Fe:lng
you
their
Hurley,
president
can
and
Santa
of
are
circumstances
such that
the
,
be
go there in persoVi you will tio Land
company, the 'load men at from 25110 to 3000
grown in the county Is known to proof should not be allowed will
Improvement
at the above- through
be interested in learning Just corporation
which such pie, a small proportion of whom only-ho- excel in fiber and resisting quality. given an opportunity place
to
and
It happe-nethat a town of more matters are conducted, came here, are at present on the ground. No Already a cotton gin and a broom mentionedthetime
witnesses of said claimthan 1,000 population, with six good secured the necessary ground and allowance is made in this calculation factory are In operation in another ant,
and to offer evidence ln rebuttal
sized brick structures under way. n broke the way for the establishment for the Inliux of population which Is portion of the county and broomcorn
claimant.
and coming und will continue to come to buyers have made their appearance of that submitted by R.
first class water works system with of the town. Three hundred
OTERO.
MANUEL
on the ground.
Fruits of all kinds.
live miles of mains; a complete tele- - t wenty acres were at once plated into Clovls as a result of the settlement
Register.
thrive In Roosevelt county prolifical-lyphone equipment, four churches, und town lots, eighty of which were re- - of the agricultural lands which
apple and pear trees reaching the
of the modern conveniences, is served for the purpose of reimbura- - round the town for many miles in all
THORNTON, Tilt CM1ANEK.
lug those who had previously pur- - directions and of which more will be bearing period In from four to five
already an established fact.
chased railroad land at Melrose, un- - said later on in this article, nor is years, and grapes and berries are
WHY IS f'liOVIS?
Located at 121 North Third atreet
There Is a reason for Clovis and its der the impression that the division any account made of the impulse urow ii luxuriantly wherever culti The only real steam cleaning plant In
existence Is best understood through point would remain there, and the which must come from the eonstruc-- a vated.
We are now better
the southwest.
tion of the branch line from Clovls
At the present time there is prac prepared than ever before to clean
recital of the events w hich lsl to rest for general sale. Almost all-on
tically no free land left in the vicin- anything
Its choice as a division point of the the original Melrose purchasers have to Coleman, Texas, w hich is a
that is cleanable. Ia cleanof ity of Clovis, but relinquishments can ing, pressing
Railway of New Mexico, or accented the terms greatly to their siiry adjunct to the completion
and repairing clothes,
.
to $2,500
$200
purchased
at
from
be
cut-oto
Gulf
of
the
remaining
route
the
us
advantage,
Is
commonly
own
it
the
and
Helen
the
ask
of we take tha front seat. All we Secknown.. The story follows and is an lots under railroad control will all '1 his latter would make of Clovis a according to location und value now
Is a trial. All work guaranteed.
Interesting one because at first no have been taken within the next a four way division point and the improvements. The people who
height and soli
town and ond hand clothing and
such place a) Clovis even entered tlic!t,( u eeks if the current ratio of most important railroad center in the are coming Into both the are
delivered on
Invest- Goods called for
country
therefore
about
New
Mexico
would
territory
of
a
having
in
is
above
and
is
sales
officers
maintained.
The
of
those
minds
460.
Phone
notice.
short
to ors and the character of their work
hnrir th choice of locations for the liinir Ht.irv but it reoulres telling be eventually add very materially
shows for Itself In the nature of the
,i
of base the population.
necessary terminal points of the new
I1UILDIXGS.
the various change
PROPOSALS FOIt
Improvements they are making.
Department of the Interior, Office of
WHAT TIIK I'l IUiH HAS IKXi:
CliOVIS
T
Indian Affairs. Washington. D. C
In the eight months whlcii have TIIK X.UIKSTANDS
IH)K ACTIVITY Feb.
1,
Sealed proposals
litos.
elapsed since the transfer of tho first
Clovis is named after King Clovls," plainly marked on the outside of the
lot at Cluvis in the neighborhood of
2.0 buildings have been either fin- who livt'd at Paris ln the fourth cen- envelope "Proposals for Buildings,
Navajo Extension,
tury and who established the long Leupp School,
ished or ure nmv under construction
line of Franklsh kings. Hia life was Arizona," and addressed to the Com
resitown,
150
are
in
the
these
of
..
.
. f
dences ami the balance for business one of continual activity and under missioner of Indian Affairs, Wash
purposes.
Six brick buildings are his reign the territory over which he ington, I), c.. will be received at the
now under construction
and three ruled was materially extended, her Indian office until 2 o'clock p. m.
her popula- of March 17, 190S, for constructing
tnoie are projected, and to a consid- defetifes strengthened, public
welfare a hospital and making additions to
erable extent broad sidewalks of tion increased and the
are other buildings at the Leupp Schol,
either concrete or brick have been guarded. If the city fathers who
soon to assume the reins of govern- Navajo Kxtension, Arizona, In strict
laid.
ment In the old kings modern
accordance with the plans and speci
The First National and Clovis Nanamesake are to aid ln the fications which may be examined at
tional banks, two sound financial
institutions, will soon occupy (heir development of the municipality over this office, the offices of "The Citiown structures in the center of the which they are called upon to pre zen." Alliuoueruue. New Mexleo. the
bu.slnes section, both of wnlch when side with the same Jealous care and "New Mexican." auta Fe, New Mex
completed will be furnished with fire assiduity with which he supervised loo. and at the school. For further
and burglar proof vaults electrically the affairs of his realm, they will Information apply to Joseph K. Max
equipped for additional protection. turn the unusual resources at their wtll, Additional Farmer ln Charge,
building suc- Leupp, Arizona, via Canon Diablo
The constant activity in building op command Into a town
erations renders the trade in lumber cess which will surpassIn anything- C. F. LAHHABKK, Acting Commis
accomplished
the terrl- sioner.
and supplies a lively one and Its de- heretofore
iHTpriso Is furni-lie- d
rk plant at Clovis. Tl
View of water
I'U-.supplied
by
well
met
are
four
mands
i
.Viin-lmains.
prliaie .upilal. It already ha. 5 mile of
Cliitmhcrlaln's Couyh lUniedy a Fa
establishments. Though at first sight
liert Barber, of Elton, Wis., says
Laymen without knownedge f made by the railroad company in its it would seem that the wants of tne
line.
vorlte.
vantage-.id
of
only
secure
to
the mot
taken four doses
i public in the matter of hotels and "I have
Cough
tinrequirements of railroad opera-lio- effort
"We prefer Chamberla'.n's
n.an
your
and
Kidney and Bladder Pills
situation
opi rative looming houses was well
from
supplied
Kemedy to any other for our chll
and inaintaineiiee, and keen to
g
feel-lume
given
more
a
to
h.iv
'.bey
than
rise
have done for
of any betterment In liinlpoint
liren," says Mr. L. J. Woodbury of
take advan;
the proprietors report an active busi
of urn-ei.iinty a- - lo tile perman-- i ness und In many of the places it is iny otner medicine has ever done. Twining, Mich.
"It has also done
real isl.ite villus naturally presumed
pre.-e:it
Kidney
to
work,
DeWltt's
n
nc
dtvi-ioof the
Mr. Barber refers
a situation a daily practice to turn away appli
be
would
point
that the
the work for us in hard colds and
by
li
sold
are
They
by
advai.tige
speiof
croup, and we take pleasure In rec
phyed at Texico, tnii,. miles to tie ulv. is taken
cants for want of vacant quarters. and Bladder Pills.
ommending It." For sale by all drug
east of w ll.lt Is lloA I'lov.s because i::.r..rs f ir tin- p irpi.se ot deit'iving There are five grocery stores, two J. II. O'Kielly Co.
tin.1
e
nf
i
benefits
,
mi:.'
ion the .inini'iali
gUts.
ex. lusive dry goods houses, two
that town w is situate. :t
Water
Wells
Mtnera!
Pal
Pinto
to
hii
come
ii'.u
:i
r.:,
atel
have
the
stores, three hardware
point of the ir.ain lin.
and prevents constipation. Ask
work Is per
Our shirt snd
them as a result of their gt.mud H
two gentlemen's furnish- cures
Valley br. tncl.es. and for a time a
your grocer for It.
HMK.STIC FINISH" Is
.
fect.
Our
amount
tremeielonby
The
ciiiihase.-o
ing goods .stores, two meat niurkeU,
until definite action was taken
the proper thing. We lead others
tl
two
" d woik alteady coin.eted m
)eculution ill
combination
Klu'Hiiiatnc KufTercrs.
three druggists,
the coin, my
a- The quick relief from pain afforded follow.IMPERIAL LATTXimY CO.
Karly In l!i6. ground, together ,vitli the conslVte
and cigar stores, two livrife.
'j!l:i'0
the ",n
ery stables, two barber shops, a corn by applying Chamberlain's Pain Balm
lioAever. the authorities of the Saiitaltim of
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Pyrup
shelling and graiidtng mill. u tin makm it a favorite with sufferers
the I'f s Valley line in!
I'e eomptny, basing their calculaiior.s In inuing
. n
sciatica.
lame acts gently but promptly on the bow
division point, taken in con- of the l.
iino undertaking establishment from rheumatism,
ex i lusivetv on the operation
to locate tun J'lnet ion with the lnanife-- t fiiin.s.s and an amide supply of restaurant back, lumbago, and deep seated and els. It stops the cough by soothing
ii. w line, determined
pains. For sala by all the throat and lun Irritation. Sold
Mwh.'i
i.m at tne town of M.'lr..e 'n'i.k whicii the company lias handle I II and cafes. The professional lines are
by J. II. O'Ulelly & Co.
real esta'e situation. u.vettrily well represented and there is the drugalsu.
about 3 a iiio-- s to i Ho west of Clov i.

SPENT THERE BY THE SANTA FE

MARCH

(Incorporated)

cltl-ten-

Wholesale

ten-mi-

le

Grocers

ff

Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers

five-inc-

Albuquerque and Las
Vegas

75-to-

sill-e-

n

Gi? oss

rail-loa-

lll-ic- k

Kelly
(Incorporated)

YOU CAN SAVE
A checking account will not only help you to spend
your money economically, but it will also aii you
to save money systematically.
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
(which you will have, if you pay by check) you
will be more careful of your expenditures.
A checking account gives you a complete record of
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and
convenience for your business transactions.!
PAY BY CHECK.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000
--

cross-exami-

ne

-

oooooooocxk)ooo
J Albuquerque

ot

peo-dou- bt

& Co,

oaoaosoaottoaoaoaoaoaoanaaa

Foundry and

Machine Works

fr. P. MALL, Proprietor

Iron and Brass Castings: Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaft-ingPulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Rpmlr on Mlnlnn mm mm Mmninry m Bpimltr
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. U.
s,

j

Bur-mu-

Wo

i

j

j

Ill-S- li
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L,iverv
and
West Silver Avenue,

PATTERSON
JBo.-ciir-

AXBrOTTKROUE.

f

etafcles

j

C OA L

ff

,

AMERICAN BLOCK.
CKRRILLOS LUMP.

ANTHRACITE

-c

Furnace,
Mixed.

u

SMITHING COAL.
N.VITVK KINDLING.
FOR CASH ONLY. .

WOOD
TELEPHONE

THROW AWAY
YOUR PHYSIO
and eat proper food. Good bread is
more potent than drugs, particularly
a high quality of bread such as we
make. Being one, If not the principal article of diet, it should receive
the most careful consideration of all
food products. Our bread Is carefully
and cleanly made of the best flour,
and is rich In nutritive and healthful
properties.

Pioneer Bakery,

.

n

--

t

fur-n'tur-

I'i-c-

estab-li.-iiuient- s,

!

lr

Tt-x-

,s-- (

i

cut-nl-

f,

Nut

CLEAN GAS COKE.

.

.

-

it.

Telephone

ftTKXIOO.

VFTW

neces-Kaster-

j

207 South First

St

tl.

W. II. HAHN & GO.
Y
MILLINER
- TO - DATE STYLE B

UP-

AT COST PRICES

Ladle

Tailoring ana

Dressmaking

MISS CRANE
94

912 N. mooond fhono

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

LIVERY, SALE, l'l.'Jt AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses
and Mules Bought and ExMrs. Bambini, at ner parlors
changed,
poslte the Alvarado and next door to
(o glvs
Sturgea' cafe. Is prepared
thorough acalp treatment,
do hall BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CIT.
dressing, treat corns, bunions and Ingrowing nails.
She gives niu-'a- p
Second Street between Central aav
Copper Avenue.
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs
own
compreparation of
Bambini's
plexion cream builds up the skin and
THIRD STREET
improves the complexion, and U
guaranteed not to be injurious. 8h
also prepares a hair tonic that cure
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair,
removes moles, warts and superfljoui All Kind of Fresh anil Salt Ma .
hair. Mausage treatment by vlbratoi
Stenni Sausage Ftutory.
machines. For any blemish of tns
EMIL KL1ENWOHT
face call and consult Mrs. Bambini
Masonlo Building, North Thirl Btree,
HAIR

DRESSER

AND

CUIROPO-DIS- T

Meat Market

.

Honda v, MAnni

ALfiUQDERyUE

ito.

,

EPISCOPAL

PEHSIOTIS SECURED
FOR KEW

SUCCEEDS PRESBYTERIAN

Washington,
March J. Delegate
Andrew has secured pensions for the
following persons In New Mexico:
Mr. Jose- - Medina, $12 per month
from October 10, 1907.
Rafael Vaquex, $12 per month
from January 27. 1908.
Mr. Ramon Hernandex, 112 per
month from May 21, 1907.
Atlas Hall, $12 per month from
May 2, 1907.

per

month

Frank Peperd, $15
from January 21, 1908.
Oeorge W. Stlth, $12 per month
from January 27, 1908.
iSuaano Fernandes, $12 per month
from December 9, 1907,
"Manuel Montano, $8 per month
from October 21, 1907.
Jobs Ignacio Lorato, $12 per month
from September 27, 1907.
Isaac A. Blcketts, $12 per month
from November 22. 1907.
William W. Hensley, $12 per
month from October 9, 1907.
A. L. Mackee, $15 per month from
June 4. 1907.
Rube Wllwin, $17 per month from
January

ClnlSlER

2. 1908.

jyx'lww

Religion uf Dawson Controlled by
t XrjKrmk)n ami Changes to
Hnlt tVmvenicnce.
Dawson, N. M
March 2. (Spe.
rial) With the coming of Rev. Harvey M. Shields, an Episcopal clergyman of Blsbee, Arls., to take charge
oal
of the church work of this
camp, an Interesting religious situation Is developed.
The town of Dawson Is a closed
camp, that Is, It is wholly owned by
company, owners
the Phelpn-Dodg- e
of the famous Copper Queen and
many other mines, and no outside
parties are allowed to own property
In the town, or In fact, to loiter in
the city without consent of the constituted authorities. Growing out of
this fact Is the ownership of ail
to education,
buildings dedicated
amusement or religion In the place,
and the control of the pulley of any
organization.
When the camp first started the
company encouraged the sending of
a missionary here to take up work
among the employers of the company, but stipulated that but one organization should be allowed on the
field.
The synod of New Mexico of
the Presbyterian church appointed a
man to take charge of the work and
a good sized congregation has been
gathered.
Now, however, the minister. Rev. Kenneth Brown, has been
asked to resign Hnd the church will
be turned over by the company to the
Episcopalians under the leadership
f Rev. Shields, who will begin his
labors the first of next month.

Allen Butcher, $12 per month from
March 20. 1907.
David Alehire, ,$12 per month
from July. 1907.
iBenlto Coca. $20 per month from
March 27, 1907.
John W. Flcus, $20 per month
from November 16, 1907.
John Tritt, $12 per month from
April 25. 1907.
Mr. John Vlnjarde, $12 per month
from September 6, 1907.
Isaac J. Collier, $12 per month
from July 80, 1907.
James M. Roy, $12 per month from
November 15, 1907.
Alfred Woodruff, $12 per month ALLEGE JURY FIXING IN
from July 10, 1907.
James Nicholas, $20 per month
from October 24, 1907.
PENNSYLVANIA TRIAL
Frederick 1. Robinson, $12 per
month from July, 1907.
John Murphy, $15 per month from
An Arrewl I,Ht Night May Be Fol- October 28, 1907.
t lAdam Herman,
$8 per month from
lowed by tMherK.
December 19, 1907.
'Adln H. Whitman, $12 per month
Harrlsburg, Pa., Feb. 20. The ar
from November, 1907.
rest here last night of K. C. Hum
phreys on the technical charge of at
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
tempted bribery may be followed by
Department of, the interior, Lend Of- additional arrests tod-aHumphreys
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 26, w alleged to have attempted to Influ1908.
ence Albert A. Polst, one of the JurNotice Is hereby given that Bias ors In the state conspiracy trial.
Gomes of Grant, N. M., has filed noHumphreys sent a message to Polst
tice of his intention to make final after w;hich they met In a saloon. De.
five-yeproof In support of his tectlves who shadowed the men asclaim, via.: Homestead Entry No. sert they heard one say "I think $150
7007, made April 29, 1902, for the lots Is a fair price." Humphreys claims
2, S, and 4. SW.
NE. 14 Section 6, he was discussing with Polst an as
Township 11 N., Range 8 W., and that slgnment of a patent in which the
said proof will be made before Geo. Juror held a
interest.
H. Pradt, IT. S. Court Commissioner
I want you to know how much
at Laguna, N. M on April 13, 1908.
He names the following witnesses Chamberlain's Salve has done for me.
to prove his continuous residence It has cured my face of a skin disupon, and cultivation of, the land, ease of almost twenty years' standing,
vis.: Xiucarlo Candelarla, of Grant, f have been treated by several as
N. M.; George R. Pradt, of Laguna, smart physicians as we have In this
N. M.; Marcellno Abren, of San Ma- country and they did me no good, but
teo, N. M.; Juan de Jesus Velasquez, two boxes of this salve has cured me.
Mrs. Fannie Griffin, Troy, Ala.
of Grant, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Chamberlain's Salve Is for sale by all
Register.
druggists.
ar
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FOR RENT
FOR RENT 3 furnished rooms for
housekeeping. Apply 201 S. Edith.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms In the
Grant flats, corner of Third and
Central; strictly modern. Room F,
Grant building.
FOR RENT Two rooms tor light
housekeeping. Price $10.00. Apply
404 North Second street.
number one
FOR RENT Some
places. Porterfleld Co., 216 West
Gold.

FOR SALE Ten pounds extracted
honey for $1; 60 pound can for $5.
Order by postal. W. P. Alien. P. O.
Pox 202, Albuquerque. N. M.
UghT
FOR SALE Furniture fo
housekeeping. Cheap 307 South
Broadway.
FOR SALE Threes safes, 3 cah
registers, 1 pool table. Business lot
on
ave.
Inquire Scott
Central
Knight.
FOR SALE OR TRADE A fine
property in Jemex Springs, easy
terms or will trade for Albuquerque property. Porterfleld Co., 216
West Gold.
FOR LEASE A nice
home.
well located. Lloyd Hunsaker, 205

FOR RENT Alfalfa ranch near
205 W.
town. Lloyd Hunsaker,
W. Oold.
Gold.
rooms
Two
lurnisnsn
FORRENT
WANTED
for light housekeeping, right close
Lloyd
In.
Hunsaker, 205 W. Oold.
goods,
second
FOR RENT Two nice sunny rooms, WANTED Gents
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
facing south, with board. Apply at
(16
street,
South
First
south
of
616 East Central avenue.
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
rurnlshed
Nice
FOR RENT
clean
Ladles desiring millinery
rooms, modern. $0914 West Cen- WANTED
at cost for next ten days call on
tral avenue.
Miss C. P. Crane, 512 North SecMillinery and dressFOR RENT Four nice front rooms
ond street.
making parlors. Phone $44.
for light housekeeping at 524 W.
wanted.
Central; reasonable rents. Inquire
WANTED Washing and Ironing for
In rear.
hand laundry, lace curtains from
50c per pair up; first class work.
FOR SALE
Drop a postal to 408 W. Tijeras or
phone 1045. We call for and deliver goods anywhere In town.
FOR SALE- - New Underwood typewriter; our entire stock to be sac WANTED Sale Representative for
rificed at $80.00. Alb. Typewriter
specialty and school supplies. Good
Exchange.
man can make $35 a week and up.
FOR SALE 20 shares of the Apache
Permanent position to right party.
County Bank ft Trust Co., of St.
Centennial S. S. Co., 1725 Stout St.,
Denver, Colo.
John's, Ariz. Address A. Montoya,
215 West Gold avenue, Albuquer
WANTED Able bodleo. unmarried
que, N. M.
men, between ages of 21 and 35:
citizens of United States, of good
FOR SALE Furniture for four room
cnaracter and temperatt habits,
house with two roomers which
who
can speak, read and write
nearly pay rent. Address A, Cltl
English. For Information apply to
zen office.
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
Ave., A lbuquerque, New Mexico.
FOR BALE Some good bargains In
real estate: A
frame cot- WANTED Traveling men and solici
tors calling on druggists, confectiontage with bath on Sooth Broaders, etc., covering Albuquerque and
way, $1500; a
frame cotsurrounding territory and states, to
tage, W. Central ave., close In;
carry our celebrated line of choco$1100, easy terms: two good busilates on good commission basis.
ness lots on W. Central between
Bowes Allegrettl, 315 River St., Chicon
3rd and 4th; a new fear-roocago.
crete house, $1350; three lots each
50x142 on E. Central avenue, $24 WANTED Capable men to fill executive, technical, office and merfor all three. And a long list of
cantile positions.
We can place
snaps of all kinds. A. Fleischer,
you in the position for which you
real estate and Insurance. 212
are qualified. Southwestern BusiSouth econd street.
ness Association 201
East Central avenue, Albuquerque, X. M.
Phone 257.
es

five-roo-

m

five-roo-

m

m

TELEPHONE 15

WANTED Salesmen to handle vest
pocket side line to increase 'department stores' sales. Twenty dollars
dally easily made. State territory
you cover. Samples supplied free.
Company, Chicago,
Kllss-Devene-

111.

"I

k

CAPABLE SALESMAN to cover New
Mexico with staple line. High commissions, with $100.00 monthly advance. Permanent position to right
man. Jess 11. Smith Co., Detroit,
Mich.

TERSONAL PROPERTY

LO.-N-

OPPORTUNITIES

S

Furniture, Pianos. Organs Horses,
Wagons and other cnatteis aiso on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE
CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly maae ana
strictly private.
Time: One montn
to one year given. Goods remain in
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call snd see us before borrowing.
loan co.
niF. norsEnoi-Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant Bldg.
303 H West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES
Open Evenings.

An

Opportunity

DIl. F. J. PATCH! Sf
Physician and Surgeon.
Office, over Vann Drug Store. Of-fl12 a. in., a to 5, and
hours 0
i- - in.
01 nee 411,
klence 695.

to sell

DR. It h. HCST
Physician anil Surgeon.
Rooms
A T. X. T. ArmUo Building.

MORE BARGAINS IN RANCHES.
Four acres very good land, a little over two miles north of town.
Price, $500.00. Easy terms.
Eight acres in alfalfa, well
fenced, adobe house and barn,
fruit trees, about five miles north
of town. Price, $600.00, cash.
Fifteen acres firet class land,
fenced, near ditch. Price, $700.00,
cash. This piece Is located about
four miles north of the city.
Seven acres very good land,
partly under cultivation, a good
many fruit treew on place, one mile
from city limits. Price. $1,200.00
cash.
Three acres very best land (two
adobe
acres in alfalfa), three-roohouoe In good condition, right close
to ditch, about two miles from
business part of town, acroas the
river. Price, $800.00 cish.
Six acres, all under cultivation,
adobe house, on main road, two
and a half miles from town, also
across river. Price, $900.00, cash.
Forty-fiv- e
and a half acres of
the very be3t land In the Rio
Grande valley, all under cultivation
(about
half In alfalfa), well
fenced, on main ditch, convenient
to stores and telephone line and
railroad station. Price $65.00 per
acre. EMy terms.
And many others from one to
six hundred acres.

x

-

,t '
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A. MONTOYA
Real Entate and Loans. Notary
Public. 215 W. OoM Ave

Your

DHS. BHOXSOX A BROXSON
Homeopathic Pliynicians and flni
geons. Over Vann' Drug store.
Office (28; Residence 1059.

Business

DENTISTS
DR J. E. CRAFT

If yon own a stock of merchandise or a business of any kind tliat
you dcMire to sell or rxcliange, K
not fall to list Uie snM wKli us
Inimitllately.

Rooms 2 and 3, Harnett BulitHaa,
Drug More.
"wr iriuciiyaninde
ApKintnient8
by maH.
Pltone 744.
EDMUND J. AIXjiER, D. D. 8.
Office hours, 9 a. m. to 12:SO p.
i:su ui o p. m.

a.

5th

MARCH

Appointment
made bv malL
SOM Went Central
Ave. Phone ASS.

We Nfrul our now advertiMrment
of business opportunities to tlio
daily newspapers in the rant, and
it yon want to make a quick sale,
see that your Mock of goods Is
listed before that date.

LAWYERS
R. W. D. BRYAN.
Attorney at law.
Office,

For

RENT Store building on
Central avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished Toom
for gentleman; no invalids;
close in.
FOR SALE

s,

.

s.

n. si.

-

We do the business
because we reach the
buyers.

IRA M. BOND
Attorney at Lew.
Pciwrton. tatirt Patent, ' Copyrights
Caveats, liCtn-- r Intents, Trade
Mark. Clalmn.
33 P. street. N. M. Washington. D. C

STOW

MISCELLANEOUS
SOUTHWESTERN IAW AXD COL
LECTION AGENCY.
(Bonded)
Office Room 1,
T. AraUjo Bldg.
Hugh J. Collins, attorney at law.
C. W. Granner, general
manager
and claim adjuster.
Phone 659. Albuquerque. New Mex.

ALBUQUtRQUE, N. M.

P. W. SPENCER

Phone 257

Architect.
1221 South Walter.

FRENCH
XXXXXXXXXXXXZXXXTXZXXXX3

20S

W. Gold

Go-car- ts

Attorney-at-Lai-

Highland Livery

,

BROS.

lire

J. MoreJIi

VETERINARY

lent lemen's

Nuii

WS NORTH FIRST STRICT

Dr. Vaucaire's
Formula
by
Recommended
Mrs.
Henri
'yrnep, to develop the bust from 4
to 6 Inches.
Guaranteed to be made from the

true Galega
rial in ess.

Extract.

Surgery anil
4i

TAILOR

Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired

Is

perfectly

I

The Vaucalre Formula Is a general
tonic, but It has a rpeciflc effect upon
the bUBt. Price 76 cents. For sale by
Highland Pharmacy and Al- -

varado Pharmacy

liiNiirHiKV.

Secretary Mutual Building
wen tviurul Avenue.

ii.i

Laiiicx' and

'

Real Kstate, Notary
Public.
3 Rooms 12, and 1 1. Cromwell Block,
ninuqui-rqur31. 1'lione 136. .
A. li WAI.KEK

Phone 51W.
tl'j John B
Saddle horses a specialty.
Bes
drivers in the city. Proprietors
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.

t

'

B. A. M.EYSTEH
IiiriuruiM-e-

EXXXXXXX

MERCHT

r.

INSURANCE

a

$2 to $15

A.

A ADAMS

Office with W. B. Chillier.
117 West idil Avenue.

FKOM

iXXXXl

SOS.

THOS. K. D. MADDISON

Ave.

We have a fine line of

Folding

Phone

UNDERTAKERS.
Lady AwdMant.
Embalming a Specialty.

M
1

Davis &Zearing

B AM BROOK

ES-t.t- te

I

BuIldhBS-

Office, Cromwell Block.
Albuqnerane. N. M.

201 East Central Ave.

TO LOAN ON REAL
from $'.00 up. Porterfleld Co.,
The reason we do so much ROl'GIl
I'lti West Gold.
DRY work is because we do It right
at the price you cannot afford to
MARRY your choice. Particular peo- and
have it done at home.
ple, everywhere, introduced withIMPERIAL LACNDRY.
out publicity; no fake; details free.
Address, A. C, box 1338, Ijs
Rank Foolishness.
"When attacked by a cough or a
$;U.ini Motor Cycle or hor.se and
Ijiikkv furnished our men for trav- cold, or when your throat is sore.
eling, and $s,', ltd per month and It is rank foolishness to take any
expenses, to take orders for the other medicine than Dr. King's New
greatest portrait tiouse in the world. Discovery." uys C. O. Eldridge of
Empire, (!a, "I have used New DisYou will receive, postpaid, a beauyears and I know it Is
tiful 16xL'0 reproduction
of oil covery seven
painting in answer to this ad. Write the best remedy on earth for coughs
for particulars, it. I. Martel, Dept. and colds, croup,Myand ull throat and
lung troubles.
children are sub7!t. Chicago.
ject to croup, but New Discovery
quickly cures every attack." Known
MALE HELP
the world over as the King of throat
Sold under
and lung remedies.
guarantee at All Dealers. f.0c. and
.l
STENOGRAPHER, iiiuxt be well
See Mr. 1 100. Trial bottle free.
and experienced.
Evans at Stow's office. 21') E. CenIf you want anything on eartn. you
tral.
can get It through the want column
of The Evening Citizen. W get
It IKM-- tllo RUkilH-lift- .
Mr. E. B. Chamberlain, of Clinton,
says of Mucklen's Ami:.
Maine,
The bet remedy Known lodi.y for
Salve. "It does the businesi; I have a!i stoniHch troubles is Kodol, which
used it for piles and It cured, them. Is guaranteed to nive prompt relief.
Applied it to an old sore and It It is a natural d gestant; It digests
healed it without leaving a scar be what you eat, it is pleasant to take.
hind." 25c. ttl All Dealers.
SolJ by J. H. O'Rielly Co.

,

E, W. DOB SOX
Attorney at taw.

We will handle the deal so tiiat
none of yonr customers or friends
will know that you care to sell.

PEAL ESTATE and
INVESTMENT CO.

At a bargain. 3
dwelling houses. Rent $15
month each.
paper
FOR SALE Bargain,
and pahitlng business.

First National Bank
AiDuquerque.

oocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxrxaxxxxxx)

edu-cute-

A littlewant ad, day by day,
Does the work you draw the payJ
It sees the peop'e you don't know,
And, helps you make' your business grow.

SOIX)MO.V L. BURTON.
Physician and Surgeon.
Highland Office, 10 South Walte
Street. Phone 1030.

m

Miscellaneous

if

ee

IH.

M.L.SCHUTT

MONEY

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. .
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon,
Occklental Life Building.
Telcplmne 8H6.

On

CAPABLE traveling salesman at once.
Staple line, profitable commission.
219 South 2nd Sir
Contract with $25.00 weekly advance. Permanent position; refer- OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCXXXXXXXXX)
ences required. A. S. J. Co., Grand
River Ave., Detroit, Mich.
AGENTS Opportunity of lifetime, no
experience necessary, big cash prof-It- s
daily, one agent made $21 in
one hour, everyone will buy. We
issue more accident and sickness
policies than any other similar company In the world; we give the most
popular and cheapest Insurance
written; new plan, $1 a year pays
for $500 policy; no assessments or
dues; other amounts in proportion.
Death benefit, weekly indemnity,
free medical attendance, original
popular features, either sex. All!
claims promptly and liberally settled; Insurance assets $."00,u00. Reliable representatives wanted everywhere: exclusive territory; liberal permanent Income, increasing
each year; absolutely sure. Address
Corporation,
181
International
Brnadwuy (Dept. W'i), New York.

A Mas

PHYSICIANS

MONEY to LOAN

ft

jj

j

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

WANT AD In the Citizen

iMm

.

cla3sif"ie:d ads

SALESMEN
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Veterinary.

11.

a

SH-ilt-

Plume 405.

IUII1I1

i. pirriii ord

Veterinary Surgeon.
Practice; Therapeutics. Surgery an J
on Horses. Cattle. Sheep
Obstetric
Hogs L'oti- - and Cats.
Office wltl
121
Thornton. lie '.'leaner.
North
Third. Phone
460.
Hospital
and
..i.t
i.'Mence.
outh Waiter. Hen- l.TO e pnone. ti;il.

AND
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PERSONAL
P A KA GRAPHS
Fred .Scholle, one of the leadinii
general merchants of Belen, Im In the
city on business.
review of Alamo hive Xo.
II 1, Regular
L. O. T. M.., at Odd Fellows' hall
Tuesday afternoon, March 3, at 2:30
o'clock. Hu.oness of Importance.
OF
Home Mission of the
Woman'
M. K. church will hold their
regular business meeting Tuesday aft.
ermiim at Mrs. Wells', 803 South
Arno.
Judice Abbott and the Second disIN Mv
NKW STYLES
OVH
trict court attaches wert to Los Luna
PATENT
WOMEN
this morning on the early train' to
MIOES
open the Valencia county court. The
KH, PVTENT CHHT, vici kid on
session will lust, probably two weeks.
CANVAS: nUU'K. WHITE, TAN Oil
Stated conclave of PIlRrim
EXCEPTION-AM.;UAV. THEY IXHK
No. 3. K. T., this evening at
DAINTY. FIT PERI ECTLY
7:30 o'clock. All visiting Sir Knights
By order of eminent
are welcome.
AND WKVIt WELL.
commander. Harry firaun, recorder.
The
Benevolent sowill hoM its
ciety
monthly
Sirnp Sandals, Kiel or Imont
meeting Wednesday afternoon at 2:30
Kill
$1.50 to 93.00
o'clock ut the office of F. W. Clancy.
It Is earnestly desired that all members who are In arrears with their
Vk-- I
Kid Oxford. .$1.50 to $S.0O
dues will endeavor to pay at least
one dollar, the dues for the current
Ptttont KM Oxford $2. 50 to $1.00
year, at this meeting.
Mlas (lladys Chllders returned to
$.1.50
latent Colt l'mnps.
the city Saturday evening from a two
months' visit to relatives and friends
.$1.50 to $2.00
Canvas Oifon!.
at Troy, .'. Y. She bad intended
staying In New York longer but was
called home by the serious illness of
her father. Mr. Chjlders was report
ed much Improved this afternoon and
doing us well as could be expecjtvd.
on
His temperature, which wai'-i- !
Friday of last week, has been reduced
to 98.
ONLY A FEW
The baseball team of the Indian
school defeated a team from the
school Saturday by a score of 17
d
to 1. The game was
throughout, a the score would indi
cate, and the home boys had little
difficulty iu holding the visitors down,
lienay, for the home team, pitched a
left and they must be sold regardless of
good game and struck out six men.
cost to make" room for spring goods
The Indians are In good form now
and are anxious to schedule some
games with tonms that will give them
an opportunity to show their skill
Leo Godchaux, great prophet, of the
Improved Order of Ked Men of New
Mexico, who Is in the city today, said
a movement was on foot to
that
208 South Second
change the meeting of the grand
council from Las Vegas to Albuquer
que. The last grand council, which
met here last fall during the terrl
torial fair, selected Las Vegas for the
meeting this year. The matter has
been talked over since by the prom
inent members of the lodge and with
the Las Vegas members, and the rat
ter are not adverse to having the
meeting transferred to Albuquerque
Colombo hall last Saturday night
was taxed to Its capacity with over
three hundrerl people in attendance
'at the regular weekly dance given
of
there under the management
Damlano and Digneo.
The feature
f the evening, which proved ' to be
very exciting, was a prize waltz, in
The
which 50 couple competed.
gentleman'
prize was captured by
lady's
Mr. Will Clifford while the
prize went to Mrs. Dan Miller, the
vote of the Judges being unanimous.
Music was furnished by Prof.
orchestra of eight pieces, and
it was declared by all present that
for dance work It was the best so
far this season to be heard at any
dance.
THE
W. K. Oorman. manager for Mrs
Patrick Campbell, the greatest of
DIAMOND
English speaking actresses, spent to
day in the city, paving the way for
his star. Mrs. Campbell will appear
at the Elks' theater March 14 in
We
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry. Cut Gin, Clocks, Silverware.
"Magd-a,- "
of
and the theater-goer- s
A Square Deal.
' Invite your trade and ciiai-ante-e
Albuquerque may consider themselves
favored, as this Is the only stop the
great actress will make between
2UCXXXXJOOOOOCXJOCXXJOOOUOOOOU
Kan., and Los Angeles. Mrs.
Campbell has been to the Pacific
Let Us Show You the
coast before but ha never before
taken the southern route. The perwill
formance
doubtless attract a
large number of
people,
as this is one of the best offerings of
the season. The seats will sell at
11.59, S2 and 12.50: box seats, $3. The
advance sale of seats will open on
'Wednesday, March 11.

Messengers
Spring

IR

com-manile-

Y

I

,

Me-na-

Winter Hats

ul

one-side-

Miss Lutz

J. L, BELL

CO.

Of TImwo 5H! Popular Copyrights
The demand for these books has
been so far beyond our expectations
FOWLER CURRENCY
that it has been almost Impossible for
us to gauge our order on some of the
titles to meet the demand. So far we
have received new shipments only to
E
find ourselves sold out of some of the
most popular titles In a day or two.
We are doing our best in this case,
as we shall try to do in all cases, to
House Committee Sends It In keep In stock at all times the things
are wanted. Here are some of
With Recommendation That that
the titles just received:
Wrewster's Millions.
It Will be Passed as
Call of the Wild.
Cardinal's Snuff Hox.
Amended.
Checkers.
,Laity Hose's Daughter.
The Heart of Rome.
Washington. March 2. lly a vote
Princess Malitza.
of 11 to 6, three members being pres
St. Klmo.
ent and not voting, the House- com
Sinry of an Untold Ixive.
mittee on banking and currency au
Klght of Way.
thorized Its chaiman, Representative
Itichurd Carval.
Fowler of New Jersey, today to reTo Have ami to Hold.
port to the Houhc the Fowler our.
Oraustark.
recy bill with the recommendation
Heverly of Oraust.irk.
that It be passed.
The Oambler.
The committee amended the bill
The Masqueradcr.
In six of 1t
salient features. The
over 130 titles of the moat popular
clause permitting national banks to copyright modern fiction, recently
do a trust savings bank business was sold at $1.50 per copy. Our price 50c
amended by striking out the savings per cony.
bank section. The clause making all
About 200 copies irf Mi'Kmley 10c
of the national banks within each SlKMt
Music left. Ihfrlnning today, we
'f the proposed, reserve districts spe- will clone out tlx balance at three
cifically liable for 10 per cent of the copies for ton cents.
check and note liabilities of failed
K. J. STRONU.
national banks within that district Phone 1104.
Next Door to P. O.
was revised to read 25 per cent. The
bill as originally framed allowed each
The best remedy known today for
national bank to take out national all stomach troubles is Kodol, which
credit notes to the extent of 100 per Is guaranteed to give prompt relief.
cent of its capital stock with the ap It la a natural digestant; It digests
proval of the comptroller
of the what you eat, it Is pleasant to take.
treasury and 'an unlimited additional Sold
by J. H. O'Rielly & Co.
amount with the approval
of the
board of managers of the reserve disFor Sale One gont.te rnmily pony,
trict to which the bank belonged. 5 years old. Fulrello Furniture Co.
This provision was revised so that the
total amount of credit notes Issuable
to any bank shall not exceed 200 per
cent of Its capital stock1.
The bill originally provided that of
the deposit guaranty fund to be created by a tax of 2 per cent on the
credit notes Issued 80 per cent should
be invested .'In United States 2 per NEXT DOOR to
cej)t ponds, and 20 per cent should Guarantee shoe; satlsfSetlon in. adbe held in reserve. , This is a gold
vance.
fund. The bill as revised stipulates
the Investment of the entire fund in
United States
and fixes their flat
purchase price at 104;' which was tbe
ayetrage price laat February.
The revised bill in' order to carry
out the bond currency "retirement
clause, provides that after the guaranty fund has reached 25 million dol
lars the secretary of the treasury
shall Issue gold certificates to take
the place of an equal amount of
outstanding greenbacks. One of the
interesting provisions of the bill, as
revised In' committee, requires
the
government '6 collect its claims and
pay its currant expenses through the
bank.

Hardware - Plumbing
WHITNEY'S OLD STAND

De-vin-

mini

PALACE

Rallroac Avenue

H Simpler Clark
SHOE CO.

posrorricE

60

Tim PATRICIAN
every detail. It ha

SfjflpipHOW
The preliminary hearing of Wayne
Brawl, charged with the murder of
Pat Garrett,; has been set for tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock at Las
Cruces. Brazel will plead not guilty
to tha charge.

AVENUE

It is easy to stand by

A Shoe Store that
Sells Good Shoes
to stand in
That explains why WASHBURN

CO. disposes of more men's shoes
each year than any single retail
store in New Mexico you stand

by them

A curious situation it

is-t-

he

more

this business grows the better values we can give, and the better
values we can give the more the
business grows.
We do not see how we can sell a
better shoe than our $3.50 Walk-Ove- r
for men. When we do, we
wil- l-

They come in Oxfords or High
Laced in all the popular leathers
and shapes.

'

Co.
CANDIES.
FEE'S HOME MADE
''ALTON'S DKtTG STORE.
Family rough dry work Is one of
our lads. We do rood work and deliver on time, llubbs Laundry Co.
Siibscrilio for The Citizen and get
the news.

Our work

'l'

lx-s- t.

llubbs Laundry

OF

REPUBLIC

Today Is Being (olohrnlod Throughout the Statu as Ilollduy.
Austin, Texa.-- March 2. Meventy-t- o
years ro toifay the Declaration
of Independence of the Republic of
Texas wa signed and the representatives of the 40,000 white people then
within its confine' boldly threw off
the yoke of Mexican oppression and
pronounced Texaa a "free, sovereign
and Independent republic, fully Invested with all the rights and attributes which properly belong to independent nations."
was celebrated
The anniversary
throughout the state as a holiday. In
neatly all cities hanks and stores are
closed and business generally sus
pended. Celebration will be con
ducted by schools, colleges and pa
triotic cities In many places.

TAXIDERMIST
I II REARERS TRAPPED

TO OIU
DER.
llirds and animals mounted true to
Moth-prolifn.
and permanent.
Work guaranteed.
2I(
CJold. Albuquerque, N. M.
I

of

Vt

E. F. COBB

H. W.

Schroeder
VlOLIN

TEACHER OF
Also Manager of

Schroeder's Orchestra
100M 28 BMRNETT

BLDO.

iikarim; on local option

Trenton. N. J., March 2. Never
before in the history of New Jersey
has a lenislutive hearing attracted .o
mueh attention a. that today on the
I'iral option law. before the
committee mi municipal corporation,
lioth the "drys" iinrl "wets" rallied
here iu force and the former, und't
the auspices of the
leaKUe. will hold .1 xreat public meet-li.touiKht to be addressed by the
Hon. J. Frank H.tnly, liniian.i'a temn
perance kov't nor. fuel other

liised

Anti-Saloo-

M.

MANDELL
FINE

n

well-know-

men

OBTKOPATMiC PHYSICIAN AND
mURQKON
Traafd.
All Cvrmbla Dlamte
No Cmarg lor Conmultatioit
92 N. r. Armljo Bullolnt
Tclepliouo liu,". anil Ooi.

Is

honest

In

character,

w well qualities.
aMaU to your purse.

and

$3.50

and

These days about economy; maybe you're
being economical yourself. It's a good
thing; we believe in it; but it's best to be
clear as to what economy is.
Economy isn't baying cheap staff because it's low priced; nor paying too
mach for good staff becaase it's good

CLOTHING

and
FURNISHINGS

OUR SPRING LINE
IS PRICED

Shoe Store and Repairs
105 North First

ECONOMICALLY

Real economy is measured by comparing what yotf get by what it costs;
a question of proportion, not price.
That's why you ought to buy our Hart Schaffncr &
perfectly tailored; correct
Marx clothes; they're
in style. You get better value and bigger returns for
all-wo-

your money in these goods than in any other.

Prices $18.00 to $30.00

SIMON STERN
THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

c3oooooooooooo

oottooC)ooooaoaoaooa

There are no better ranges in the world than

The

Majestic Range

Just as soon, as an improved feature makes its
in the science i.f stove building, the idea is at once

to this range, with the result that the MAJESTIC of
represents all the best features of all makes. In addi
tion to this, it is conTHE GREAT MAJESTIC.
structed of material that
to all common purposes',
is unbreakable.
It will
n
save you time, fuel and JjJ
fiujtsTic
Umbte
O
work; and produce the u
31
I mrts. ca. 3) nr. n.
best of results. Buy a Ma- - 3
JESTIC you will never 5

81plil3

needanother.

Prices--

$61.00

1.00

to

$68.00

THE GREAT MAJESTIC,

Wagner Hardware Co.
321-32-

3

West Central

ATTENTION!

RIGHT!
EYES
your eyes'

t
right call
and let me fit them with
glasses that will make them right.

If

AJ-ro-

on me

We handle anytlUnfr in the laundry
line. PHoue 177. Hubbs Laundry

Co.

OR. C. H. CONN&R

E; L. Washburn Co.

AT
RESIDENCE
APPLY OLD

RENT

FOH

202 NORTH KD1TII.
TOWN POSTOFFICE.

GO
Albuquerque Typewriter Exchange

TEXAS

You Hear Some Talk

P.MATTEUCCI

1S3.

out-of-to-

IS ANNIVERSARY

Th iwloo
PKICR

EPISCOPAL BISHOP DEAD.
Spartuuburg, S. C, March 2.
Bishop W. W. Duncan of the Methodist Episcopal church, died here today. He has been in ill health some
months. He was born In Virginia In

$G5

2 IS WEST CENTRAL

tmn.

-

To-pek- a,

Best Typewriter on Earth

a.

ANOTHER SHIPMENT

REPORT Oil

FAVORABLE

mikh

Monday.

S. T. VANN

DOCTOR OF OPTICS
VANS JEWELRY CO.
One' Door South of Drug Store.

M9

Perfect
Plumbing
Is essential iu every home that
aspires to he healthy, comfortable
and pleasant.
We do I'ltimhiiijr that always
(fives salisfacthm
Try us next
time.

Standard
Plumbing and
Heating Co.

;412 Wett Central Ave.
PHOXR ci

WHEN UP TOWN, STOP AT

THE BAR OF COMMERCE
Largest and Oldest Place in the
'

'

'

Finest Domestic and Imported

LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Family Trade Solicited. Telephone 1036
and goods will be delivered at once
THE LARGEST AND BEST POOL HALL IN TOWN
All New

Table,

and First Clais Treatment

CRADI & CIANNINh Props.i
109 South First Street

v0O0OO00OC)O000
WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

SPRING 1908
My Spring Stock of Men's Low Quarter Shoes in black and tan are all in.
Also Earl & Wilson and Manhattan
Shirts.

Fancy Hats In Hawes, Stetson and
Dunlap.

Gty.

(

B. RUPPE
203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMUERCL.

j

M.

MANDELL
FINE
CLOTHING

and
FURNISHINGS

